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specifications as well as the real values of dollars that are the            

standard currencies of this novel.

  This book is not intended to influence non-fictional financial             

market conditions, economic performances and pertinent legal 
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Book I: 

*Alan Bobkob: A peasant man.  

*Tanya: Alan’s wife. 

*Sasha, Colli, Yoll, Quga, Lato: Alan and Tanya’s children.  

*Losif: The bailiff. 

*Timofei: The overseer.     

*Ben, Nez, Dolga, Liza, Motom: The peasants. 

Book II: 

*Alan Bongway: The prime minister. 

*Malachi: The deputy.  

*Alan Berner: A soldier.  

Book III:  

*Global Financial Organization (GFO): The international     

organization for finance, it is consisted of the representative 

of each nation, organizes economic performance, trade,         

currency, etc. 

*The National Reserve: The organization for finance to 

make decisions of interest rates and currencies, the chief                              

representative is Etienne Perez, the member of GFO. 

 



*The Department of Budget & Economic Growth (DBEG): This 

organization is responsible for national income and tax.     

*The Trade & Exchange Office: The corporate bond exchange 

among trusting companies that share benefits is prohibited. 

 The Office regulates the Business & Market Act 1930, for               

example, the Takeover Code. 

*The Patent & Trademark Office: The issue of patent and                     

trademark, the Office supervises commercial products for 

safety measure.  

*Secretary of Trade & Exchange: The Secretary appoints the         

commissioners of the Trade & Exchange Office and the Patent & 

Trademark Office. 

*The Central Bank: The direct agent of money supply and           

national bond issues, conducts the private debts among                        

institutions, banks, corporations.  

  

 



*The stock exchange markets: VOLU is the primary market 

with IDUOM Index, and COCYY with COCYY Index, ZOBGA 

with COCYY Index.  

*Fldora Power (Fldora Energy): The ticker symbol, FLDO,              

utilities. 

*W’d Morale: The ticker symbol, WDMO, financials. 

*Mellet: The ticker symbol, MELL, financials. 

*Houps Power: The independent coal power producer. 

*Neocum Energy: The independent energy distributor.  

*The Energy Research Center 

  

  

 



*Rudo Trinder: The executive of W’d Morale.        

*Dieter Sanchez: The chairman of W’d Morale.  

*Nelson Bongway: The founder of Fldora Power.  

*Branden Bongway: Nelson’s son. The private owner of Fldora 

Power.     

*Johanna Frobisher: The analyst of W’d Morale Venture           

Capitals and lead-underwriter for IPOs. 

*Hugo Mayer: The general chief officer of W’d Morale, the chief 

director of Investment Banking and Venture Capitals. 

*Holger Tremont: The chief director of W’d Morale Private    

Equity.  

*Rodell Frobisher: Johanna’s younger brother. He works for 

W’d Morale Investment Banking as well as the member of         

underwriter syndicate. 



*Yolanda Veselovsky: The chief accountant of W’d Morale         

Investment Banking as well as the member of underwriter 

syndicate.    

*Abdulov, the Uptons: The private investors. 

*Austin, Celine, Hans: The floor traders of VOLU.   

*Marcelo Lambert: The engineer of R&D sector of Fldora.  

*Regina Lambert: Marcelo’s wife. 

*Sigfred Zholdin: The system operator of Neocum Energy. 

*Quent: The financial journalist.

*Kurtis: The journalist.    

 

 (All are not introduced.) 

<Book III> Footnotes:  
1. Malthus, T (1798) ‘An essay on the principle of population’ public domain.  

2. Kuznets Curve. 

3. Aesop’s Fables, ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf’. 

4. The idea is based on Black, F, Scholes, M (1973) ‘The Pricing Options and 

Corporate Liabilities’ The Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 81, No. 3, The  

University of Chicago Press. 

5. The formula is based on Dirac, P (1948, 1958) ‘The Principles Of Quantum 

Mechanics’ (4th edition) Oxford University Press.  



 

“Truth follows us from beginning to end and            

reality should have been parallel to our truth.”     



C H A P T E R  1

Book I: Somewhere in the rural area during   

the medieval period     

    Sylvan ghosts awoke at dawn when the shimmering ray cast 

the mountain range, they were dazzled on the caravans to 

where would be flourishing cultivation, Alan’s youngest son, 

Lato sniveled a bit on Tanya’s breast, in fact her womb had       

already passed fecundity as his wife, the seed-lip covered her 

copious belly that was spat by him to hush the infant, she           

murmured in vain whether her grievance was perceived by 

which hadn’t yet acquired empathy, she turned her eyes to the 

goats on pasture, ‘They have been hampered since a night      

before.’                                                                                                          

Accordingly her eldest daughter, Sasha brought a rusty silver 

cup, the tinny dint was as the bell of quadruped as she  

grasped the nipples of ewe, the toddler quaffed the earliest        

reward, the indulgent chirrup was negligible for Alan whom 

gabbled to his old associate, Ben with his family, they had 

strived to overcome the summit with them.
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       ‘That is our fifth, its mad shriek always riles me up, the         

defiant temptation against hours!’                                                           

Were Ben’s lips merely winced to react, swayed his cask.

       ‘Our bulls would get wrong heads with your deviled honey.’ 

Alan.                                                                                                                

Ben’s towel cap was about to be fallen, it was embellished with 

resplendent folk motifs that had been stitched by his wife, Nez 

in the previous manor, needless to say, no betterment at all 

thus they had left the arid land, since they were the nomads                 

with livestock, sought for spring, summer, autumn... A sweep 

of time as a whimsical entity, the perpetual transformation                             

would be vouchsafed to them. 

     ‘I once entered Gobken’s library, bundles of maps in his 

shelves, oceans and islands were spread over the sheets, what 

was the difference among them? Oceans and lands, oceans 

and lands, all the same.’ Ben.

‘Parchment is decomposed someday.’ By Alan. 

‘No, he was not the crippled bailiff, but his acres were                 

shriveled.’  

 Meanwhile Lato dozed off, the whites of his eyes were 

vaguely recognizable thus Tanya raised her voice as she was                   

enchanted by her appeased little one, ‘Gobken wrote numbers 

on his maps, filled them with scrawls, consequently he needed 
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another.                                                                                                         

He told me that the peasants would be able to sniff out the               

optimal soil, our foremost terminal would be where we would 

begin.’                                                                                                                

A spasmodic thwack smote her whom wept as hiccups 

whereas Ben renounced his neighbor’s fracas, escaped to their 

son, Colli whose foot-wraps were neatly arranged to protect 

his delicate ankles, it was his remarkable dexterity, ten years                   

of his age, indeed he had struggled for the rugged terrain on a 

journey with Sasha, he had navigated her onto the lenient 

screes.

‘What have you got?’ Alan involved himself in his son and             

associate. 

‘I have got rowans over there, these were under the limpid                 

water, distinctive in their own tint.’ Colli chomped the fruit, it 

was his indigenous acumen, edible or inedible irrespective of 

primeval haughtiness. 

‘My lad soon becomes familiar with loam wherever he is, 

not the son of beasts equally I am not the son of fish.’ 

 ‘Our native earth has ever taught me the mind of serfdom 

hence I took part in a fight against the oppressors as Gobken’s 

tricky chauvinism tantalized me, it was the queer                                                      

circumstances prior to our valediction.’                                               
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‘Why? Were you too much to stay? In where shall I be a                          

cavalryman?’ The tipsy litany induced Colli’s curiosity.                           

‘No, you shall not.’ Alan. 

‘Hussar’s dolman, mantle was rustled by the briny zephyr  

when his vessel reached on shore…’ Ben was blissful to hum 

thereafter his cask was seized by Nez whom quashed his           

mellifluous epic, her corpulent physique much than her               

husband, her skirt was tugged up to bestride over his torso, 

she examined the stench of his mouth, saying, ‘What’s been 

for your slurp? Our lambs would stray for your wretched 

habit.’                                                                                                           

The man of poor health couldn’t persist in his decadence 

though...  

‘Hey, wench, the river was found by my son!’ Alan. 

‘Are you serious? I staggered for miles with this abominable                

fat, heck!’ Nez tossed silvers to Colli nonetheless he gave those 

to his mother whom was immediately recovered from her         

sniffle, and her son was ready for the keg.

‘Lad, you shall fill it to the brim, the piscine fools’ woozy 

swim in it.’                                              

The nascent shoulders were overwhelmed by the unwieldy 

container, Colli held it over his stomach under extensive 
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strain while the cattle were fed, incessantly munching             

greenery, their eyes exposed the inherent ennui that was            

resembled to the man’s platitude... He sent his son.  
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    The Sun was erected to the pinnacle at noon,                                    

simultaneously the windmill emerged over the fertile hill, the 

wood arms swooshed the air, it was rather that the tender 

whiff induced Sasha’s wistfulness in her coarse tunic as  

though it was deferred by her own caprice, perhaps she was 

aware of her relief when Alan hooted to the heavens, ‘Blessed 

be our Lord! That is His cross to tell us our goal.’                          

All wanderers were gratified for the attainment, ascertained 

the prosperous future despite of their sapped demeanors, 

rested on the downy meadow. 

The extensive homestead occupied 200 acres, the men were 

having a siesta in the yard, there was a hut in front of the 

manor house, noticeably the multitudes had already thronged 

to the portal, it was almost at dusk, the roseate ochre welkin 

when Alan was invited to the shack, the narrow entrance was 

sheer incompatible with the stately construction, the stout          

columns and the cosy patio as well as Losif’s voluminous silk 

pantaloons to give the newcomers the mandate instructions 

and registrations.                                                                                   

120 acres of the whole demesnes would be allocated to each 
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family, the tillage would be supervised by Timofei whom would 

regulate the obligatory yield under the rigid feudalism that 

was implemented over the region.

 ‘We may provide our famers with the long-term tenancy, 

but the seasonal peasants whom are to stay in the dormitory                   

next to your workmates are not liable for rent. The wages are 

paid annually or in arrears by request, $10 for an adult male, 

$7 for female and child, in the case of oversupply, it is at your 

disposal whereas scarcity is subject to a penalty, and 15% is 

the state tax.’                                                                

The condition would compensate the higher tax payment 

and rent, $35 per year that Alan had spent under the                       

previous manor though, the surplus was in fact as a result of 

sacrifice, the loss of manpower, specifically $7 per year                  

because Colli never returned since he had left to the river, if 

he had been with them, they would have been much favored 

for the child’s literacy. 

‘God’s wrath has befallen us, her cursed coins...’ Ben  

moaned before his departure to continue on a path as his               

infirmity was not viable for the labor whilst Dolga and Liza 

with their son, Motom accompanied the Bobkobs to the             

farmstead, it was in the degree that Alan was restored from 

the indelible consternation because of the innovative agrarian        
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infrastructure, cabins and smokehouses, the depositories 

were made of stones with the basement cellars for bacon, 

cheese, etc, the thatched roof would protect harvest from bad 

weather, finally Timofei appeared from the mansion in front of 

the tenement block for the migrants, his khaki cotton shirt 

and loose trousers, sharp jaws with goatee squirmed for his    

camaraderie, ‘You will have cups of tea and you shall be well, I 

am sorry to say that you had to abandon your land, but I am a 

generous owner.’ 

 The cottage was aligned with the cattle barn, the lofty                  

chimney was discerned, the straw mats over the earthen floor, 

Tanya told Yoll and Quga to settle up their sacks so that she 

could be ready for the supper, the modest opulence with the 

tankards, subsequently Sasha was clad in frills and furbelows, 

they would invite their associates to a treat.  
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Alan sipped ginger mead, glanced at Motom, would he be 

the reminiscence of Colli, the one said that he was fifteen, 

elder than his lost son, as it were, his fuddled loquacity              

belonged to the delirious congruity, ‘I have kept a hefty ram 

whether it is valued in this region.’ 

 ‘The cattle are delivered to the market in the adjacent           

province where we have ever lived in, the trade has been                 

succeeded by Losif, exactly it was I whom offered him a deal, I 

can receive some returns as the erstwhile local there.’ Motom. 

‘What about capons?’ 

‘You can haggle with the owners in our district.’  

‘How much can we earn?’ 

‘I am not sure about a sum, since I can’t read prices.’  

‘It may be same as before, you know, Dad, we need not to 

pay rent.’ Yoll.  

‘How gifted he is! My glorious son, did you ingest what our 

bailiff told us?’  

‘Because the lands for peasants are ample here.’

‘It is true, yes, the prolific field is a source of our happiness 

rather than our homeland as a pigpen.’
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In the meantime, tints of alcohol on Sasha’s cheeks, she          

performed native folklore on the lute, at once Motom partook 

in her repertoire with his tambour.

‘Dad, I saw Colli’s amulet in my dream last night, a string of 

turquoise beads on the swampy riverside.’ Quga whispered, 

concomitantly everything was hushed by the neighbors’ 

bawls, ‘Silence for tomorrow!’ 
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   When Alan gripped a hoe for the sown acres, his palms        

perspired in the latter of spring for the humid climate, the 

nearest pond was covered with the peat moss, it would          

nurture forest animals, fortunately the soil seldom dried up, 

manure was plump because of the deeply segmented moist       

constitution hence silica would dissolve thoroughly in organic 

matter, Alan turned his track on the boundary while Dolga 

tethered the horse with a plough on another strip. 

   The female members were in the scullery for lunch, Tanya 

boiled morsels in a pan, scowled at her daughter as she                  

discovered the bizarre change of her midriff.

   ‘It is sorely your own responsibility to keep fit otherwise the 

Sun and stones, everything would be the hell of our toil.’ 

   Sasha escaped to Lato’s crib as Liza was also in place, brisk 

in her plebeian attitude to mention, ‘Nowadays, Motom is               

utterly mesmerized by her rag when she sits for a spindle.’  
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In truth Sasha mostly preferred dyeing task for the woven 

fabric, muslin dress and silk, it had ever been in her girlhood, 

the sovereign procession had been as the divine enticement 

and Colli had taught her that beyond sea, tulip bulbs would be 

much popular than grains, her vestigial memory of her              

brother, wise and diligent, she had profoundly adored him, 

had she given him a twig of juniper as it was also in the yard 

where she was unleashed from the obstructive air of the            

scullery, she rubbed the berry on her linsey-woolsey apron, 

gazed at the guy under his cap, his stout leather belt evinced 

the rein of his soul if he killed her someday. 

‘Don’t run, Sasha, please, don’t run!’ Motom.
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The vernal harvest was mighty prosperity, haystacks were 

scaled, the farmers were under the clear sky to reap cereals, 

including Sasha who hardly hunched over them due to her 

gained weight nevertheless her slim jaws still belonged to the 

seventeen years old damsel.

 ‘Can’t you be swift, what is your indolence? You may be 

wrecked beneath quadrupeds.’ Alan was with Quga on the 

wagon that was pulled by him, the speechless lad was out of 

his mind not to understand the affliction on his sister, but 

Tanya, a pang of spasm slashed her ergo pranced towards her 

son in order to commend the reward.                                                                                                          

Sasha felt her parents’ tantrums as a miserable caricature, 

would they be dung of the Immortal, her mother was merely 

as a servant of her husband whom had already dismissed the           

hostility or he feigned to desist from it.

‘You shall be with me to the overseer as our quarter can be 

paid in arrears, why not your cheerful vigor?’ Alan. 
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The vineyard beside the mansion house was plentiful ripe,   

the powdery boots were patted in front of the gate, the family 

was ushered to the living room through the splendid hall and 

a musty cold whiff, the candelabras accentuated the ornate 

wall.  

‘I am afraid that I have been with your scion, we were in the 

market, he will be an excellent dealer in the future.’ Timofei.

‘Dad, I saw many herds that were sold there, the merchants 

are kind as they buy the lambs with their parents.’ By Yoll 

whom was served a rice cake and a cup of tea, the overseer        

cuddled him, ‘I like you, I like the insightful child, tell your               

father much about what you did see.’ 

‘There was a horde of people, papers were stuck on the        

table, the cattle were on the podium for the bidders, but I 

learnt that some of them would invest in what was not yet 

there, even though we wouldn’t do it for our better granary.’  

‘Can we believe if this little boy speculates the floating 

price? Yes, he is correct, but realistically we experience the                

insufficient season, not winters, but it is begun from rainy 

June to September thus we purchase grain abroad, the spot 

price is determined at the time of trade.                                                     

Here it is, $10! It is the consequence of your sagacious choice.’  
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    Perpetual drizzle in June detracted them everyday, after a 

humble meal, Alan embarked on blaming Tanya, ‘Is this for a 

male parent to discover?’ He indicated Sasha’s distended            

pinafore.

    ‘I am not sure, I am not.’ She wailed. 

    ‘Mom, what have you been scared? You know that the new         

farmers came in the afternoon and we would reduce our slog.’ 

‘I am asking, what is it?’ Alan.

‘I’ve got fat.’ 

 He went outside, stultifying mists veiled equanimity at 

night, pacified him thus there was none to annoy him except a 

minor tingle on his foot, which was lingered, his toes had 

plucked the handle of pitcher before the door, the stream of  

water had been flown why Tanya had ever put it underneath.   

 He visited Dolga whom informed him about the arrived        

nomads, the fifty migrants were allocated to the different             

dormitory where Liza and Motom were invited.
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‘They share the same origin with us, they may increase our 

yields, we will sell our crops to the homeland whose soil would   

expose less than the inferior corn. When we lived there, it was 

Motom whom urged me to forsake the land. The price of food 

stuff was twice or triple higher than here moreover the poor 

meat supply because the sovereign had already sold it to the 

other regions.’ Dolga. 
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 The scintilla of intimate lantern was poured out, albeit it 

was the insipid liqueur, the settlers’ hospitality was manifesto, 

Liza and the female peasants were merry, encircled by the  

men whose instruments, banjoes, flutes and harmonicas, their 

children slept on their knees, when the music was paused,       

Motom, ‘Our fatherland used to buy steeds and weapons, 

where has been our spirit then?’                                                          

No sooner than this, one young lady approached him, her 

scarf swaddled him, it would be that the embroidered tendrils 

on the kerchief would exalt mythical force. 
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 On the next day, all countrymen were gathered by Timofei.

 ‘Our alliance with the province has been encouraged by                 

trade, our production has been enough affordable not to            

concern about the increased demand, specifically by the          

future scheme that is the forward exchange.                                         

The herald was recently sent to tell us about the discovered                          

durable seeds, the advent of hybridization to produce the 

strenuous wheat has been studied by the youth under our          

sovereign, we will import them, systematically improve our 

soil by the theoretical adaptation to the nature of our land, 

why the river is there, why the mountain and the forest are              

arrayed in such topography, then the reason of qualitative       

aspect of cultivation.’ 

Motom did barely fidget, his snicker was none perceived. 
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    A few months had gone by, there had been no excessive              

suffering nor uncustomary joy, but the Bobkobs had been         

isolated from the rest of inhabitants, the next door had been 

shaded in a dim glow, since they had been with their native          

fellows out of work.     

One day Alan went to the warehouse where the foreign 

seeds were stored, unexpectedly he was aware of the                   

menacing shadow, Motom dangled the sturdy key of the              

storage, saying, ‘Have you realized that 18% tax is going to be 

imposed on our wages at the end of this year due to the tariff                  

for the alien innovation? We can’t pay it, we need not to pay, 

our land is made of our seeds.’  

‘However, those assist our yields.’ 

‘Shortage is to be fulfilled by ourselves, we have been            

survived likewise.’ 

‘Have you ever thought about my daughter?’

‘Her devotion is sworn to me.’ 

‘No, she doesn’t.’  
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 Anyhow the foremost notion as a nomad was, if the land 

was not good, they would move out, for shrunken earnings, 

equivalently for Sasha, she would be unyoked off the                

blasphemy. 

 No mind of guilt without notice furthermore they were not 

at odds in the early autumn when the peasants were                    

prevailed to cross the boarders.

‘We’re gonna climb up to the northern summit and reach 

the state where the seeds were born.’                                                                   

Alan and Yoll loaded furniture on the wagon that was stirred 

by Tanya with Quga, Sasha and Lato rested on it. 

 The sparse moonlight cast the caravan, bony cloud over the 

dark hemisphere followed them, the rattle of wheels... 

‘Sasha!’ 

She was besieged in oblivion, her vital fluid was spilled on 

the wooden deck. 

‘You should return to Timofei, tell him that I alone                   

disappeared at midnight, you were in search for me.’

‘Dad… Alan…’  

‘Yoll, lay the straw mats for your sister and carry our things 

there.’ 
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The flow of river in higher altitude was translucent after  

summer, when Alan shivered, the Sun rose in the sky, the gate  

was opened for him as he would be the labor for the land, for 

the renowned seeds. 
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    It took no time for Alan to restore his routine, the briars in 

the garden pleased him, the blooming petals in the province 

where was released from the cyclical torment by their               

agrarian transformation. 

 During the afternoon of the day, the messenger arrived         

beyond the boundary, the fatigued emissary was surrounded 

en masse.

‘Mutiny has subverted the south field!’ 

Alan gave his sight to where he had ever abandoned, the 

ominous smolder was engulfing the far-flung dystopia                 

thereafter gallops of horses...

‘Away, away! Make the path for our lord!’                                                                                       

The two stallions rapidly advanced toward the portcullis, the 

noble in his red sash, being followed by the youth whom wore 

a velvety waistcoat.  

‘Colli!’

The equestrian neighed as it was hampered for a moment, 

and Alan witnessed the evocative visage, had there ever been 

no death knell on the river nonetheless the one averted            
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himself to accompany his superior whom said, ‘Alan, haste to 

Our Majesty!’   

(The end of Book I)  
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C H A P T E R  2

Book II: Somewhere in the capital city during 

the earlier of the 20th century   

    Tenacious snow, the flurry crystals fell onto the ethereal 

city, it had been since a night before, Alan Berner snugged the 

trench coat up to his neck, shoveled the accumulated wafts on 

the ground, the distant factories were puffing the grey smoke, 

evinced progressive industrialization... The church bell pealed 

for him to leave his abode.  

Alan had been born in the rural area, he would be the            

honorable son for his lineage as the progeny of bourgeois          

peasants whom had ever survived the agrarian evolution, the  

competitive production on prolific soil, the rapid development 

of horticulture, their onerous accomplishment had expanded 

tillage every year.  

However, the intensified state demand due to the price          

control for the imminent war and accumulated inflation above 

120% inflicted on the whole population, despite of the               

increased value of crops, all prerequisites, such as a lease of 

tractor triggered deficit.                                                                        
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 It had been a month before, the guy who had been the                       

government delegate had visited Alan’s family for their acres 

to be under the state control, “How can we get over the                  

surging price within the determined future?” 

 The commissioner’s beret had shaded his upper visage,        

insinuated strain, only his lips had been involved when the            

official papers had been spread on the wooden table, he had 

been absolved from the thickset attire out of his suede            

mittens. 

“I work for Bongway’s cabinet, call me Malachi, we have 

been precarious enough for our new policy to be an efficacious         

remedy as well as a burden on the independent farmers.” 

“We have so far eked out our means by the discounted  

lease.” Alan’s brother.

“Our fair deal won’t betray you, considering the deduction 

of property tax, fertilizers will be distributed to our                     

countrymen as the robust foothold assures prosperity.                                                                

Surely this centralization is not the total requisition of your 

land.” 

 Alan had glanced his brother whom had already inclined to  

his concession nonetheless his obstinacy had still persisted 

thus Malachi had further emphasized the affair.
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“There can be the new employment for agrarian industries.”   

“I may not know as war takes our men.” 

“They would be enlisted but a conscription.” 

“How can I be a soldier?” Alan.                                                         

Had it been because of the glowing flare in the fireplace, his 

brother whose blushed cheeks.

 “The soldier is classified as the general recruitment, you 

are enrolled in the local office and deployed in the capital.       

You work for our nation hence the lever is set forward, equally 

it is turned back to you, for instance, wealth, security as              

incentive for the lever to be pushed again.”  
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Although Alan’s boots were hampered on the slushy               

pavement, he was trudging through the street, the highly 

raised antennas embodied the modernized era, telegraph             

offices, banks, bricks and mortars, evidently the trade                  

building that had been recently constructed was imbued with              

ebullient aura, in spite of the subdued war finance, the              

people’s vivid hope promised the secure value of especially 

service sectors in astonishing growth, the pedestrians whose 

whiff of perfume a la mode and the rattling typewriters in the 

foyers whereas Alan just missed the tram, the chime was  

clinked for the vehicle to depart.  

 ‘Is it going to be the phony war?’                                                 

He was standing on the step of carriage, since he would                

abstain from the seat during his commute in order to sustain a 

sturdy physique, his uniform was intended by a couple of           

passengers, their discussion was sparsely perceivable, but he 

was aware of the capricious reactions as the farmer’s son or 

the son of the state as a soldier.  
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On his arrival, the opaque glass shield gave him a thin                

envelope by way of the slot as there was the rigid restriction 

that letters and parcels, all mails to the military employees 

were controlled by the administration, his brother’s clumsy        

handwriting was immediately assured by him.  

 The extensive cobblestones maintained the aesthetic              

equilibrium, the enlisted men congregated after dawn,         

roll-call was howled to verify confederation until they led                

themselves to the riverside, the rapid water was flown 

throughout the city, it was the destined path for the files of       

infantries towards the fortuitous perfection, the constant 

strides were grasped by their gaitered feet, the geometric         

precision under the law of free-motion for liberty that would 

be attained by the praxis, then they would return to where 

they had begun, Alan had selected his own destiny to be the 

army if his life had been steered by the force to govern every 

moment.                                                                                                      

And did he find the vibrant root beneath? It was stemmed 

from frozen soil whether it had ever been crumpled, no matter 

to shoot up, robust and obstinate, though all same kinds had    

already been emaciated, perished under the earth. 
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The stove in the cloakroom revived Alan, the members left 

to the canteen except him whom read the letter, the rays from 

the sash window were as the tiny rills over the inks that were             

blemished.

“They buy our grain less than the cost, the sovereign aid is 

insufficient, we have lived for a day, but we can save nothing 

for tomorrow, we must struggle for the futile task, the travel          

expenses are unaffordable to entreat our sustenance, Alan, 

my brother, we need you.”  

 The parchment was folded in his pocket, he sought for the 

senior officer in the jammed mess hall where his colleagues                         

were silently gobbling up victuals.

‘Sir!’                                                                                                                

It was rather too resonant not to be echoed over the ceiling 

while the one fetched his final grip, swallowed a cup of water, 

‘Yes.’ 

The men of his division were allowed to take part in the           

union assembly at the end of every month, prime minister and 

deputy would be there thus he would procure the chance for 

his direct petition.

 ‘The reputable commander has been nominated as deputy, 

who is the arduous person for local matters, we call him          

Malachi.’ 
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    The glass pane of the night tram made a mysterious shield 

on the hazy outside, as Alan rubbed his view, the obscure                 

illuminations were the street lumps on the bereft sidewalk, 

there were few people by the time when the parked                        

automobiles and horse carriages appeared in the venue where 

the congress building presided over, it was capacitated for 

more than the five hundred, the legacy of civilization, the         

portico was buttressed by the austere columns, the                     

emblazoned warriors would supervise sagas as the chivalric 

authority.   

    The portal was secured by the two sentinels whom would        

belong to the neighboring borough, there was no interception 

to pass through, subsequently the immense chandelier 

abruptly beamed him in the hall as a theater, the national 

flags were the overseers for all, it was fortunate that he could 

be perched under the dazzling golden balustrade. 

    The entry of Malachi in his general commander’s uniform 

prompted a moment of quietude in the gallery, he sat down              

onstage, hooked the bridges of his spectacles around his ears 

in order to examine the agendas of the evening, a stack of            
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documents from his attaché, after for awhile, the prime                      

minister, Alan Bongway creaked the access as the commander 

stood, so did the ones in present. 

 It was the typical process of the congress, the initial            

clamors were the representatives whom occupied the top 

front, such as the corporate directors, factory and union               

officials, they proceeded the proposals with the secretaries           

until these were handled by Bongway whose shrewd,                   

exaggeratedly gestured eloquence, he was enough to convince 

the inquisitors whilst the deputy was taking notes, but his pen 

was paused on the desk when the spokesman of the stock         

market raised his hand.  

‘Our trade has been balanced so far by both state and               

private business regardless the collective issues dominate our 

market nowadays thus we would like to be ascertained the   

governmental estimation on… For example, vulnerability of 

our preservation whether we are going to suffer inevitable        

closure for the war, in other words, our trade would be                  

suspended.’

‘It has been beyond our ken, we shall not be speculative 

based on the dated episode that is the anachronistic cynicism.’ 

By Malachi, his compassion was not vouchsafed to the one’s          

agony. 
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 ‘Not only the market, but our whole economy has indeed 

earned the preliminary investment for the war by the war, 

and do you suppose that this would be discontinued because of 

the war?’ The prime minister wryly indicated neither             

approval nor denunciation.

‘However, inveterate loss and damage engender our                   

federation, we would be deprived as it is exactly the war, and I 

shall be discerned how the contingencies will be insured.’ 

Malachi tensed his voice, ‘No need to advocate your                    

obsessive distress that would be contagious over the entire      

population, such timidity disorders our people, there is only 

the fact that we win, we can reward of your slog, finally our              

recovery from all detriments. The newspapers have been          

forbidden to report an abstract article because we live in this         

nation thus we are sufficient to be informed.’ 

 The epitome of war investment, aviation, metal, steel, etc 

nevertheless for Alan, the preparatory duty was yet without a 

weapon, it remained him about the genial member whom had 

once instructed him how the military force would be           

strengthened, unabating energy to move between the distant 

fields, requirements of physical and mental staminas whereas 

munitions would be acquired by the qualified soldiers as a part 

of battle strategies.                                                                                   
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He was rather encouraged to plead the matter, the deputy 

pointed at him, his seat was clattered.

 ‘…. Our government eagerly promotes how beneficial the 

dignified peasants are for the collective role nonetheless the 

actual regime has never ingested that the farmers live also as 

the private citizens to form our nation.’     

‘Your family wants us to reduce their cost, am I correct?’ 

Malachi did include no irony, and the prime minister whose 

precept to be sanctified by the audience, ‘There is 500kg of 

grain as the private asset in the warehouse, the one would buy 

50kg, he would become the owner of 10%, but if a plague           

occurs, how can the original owner provide his partner with 

the promised 10%? It would be for pleasure of mutual                

survival, 10% belongs to the one, the rest of the amount is his, 

peaceful mind for our capital, ipso facto, such equanimity            

requires proof and practice, tell your family that we should 

apologize for our delay, since there has been no time for us.’   

‘How can it be the proof ? How does the practice become       

evident as our ideal?’ 

‘Ideal? Why have you been our soldier?’ Malachi. 

‘…’ 
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‘Because you are to learn about them. Aren’t you unable to 

abide by our promise by your wisdom that has ever assured 

you to select your destiny in lieu of reaping the harvest, it is 

consumed by you for your tempting providence?’  

The applause for Malachi was gradually bolstered to be the 

finale.  
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    The remote summit divested the bleached mantle, the leafy 

panorama rimmed the landscape, the severe frosts were           

dissolved in dew at daybreak, the winter was withdrawn, the 

troops continued to tread downstream, the replenished water,          

it was when the inflation rate exceeded 130%, tax was added 

plus 2.5%, the harsh condition was imposed on the soldiers 

whom couldn’t spend even for a tube of shaving cream but the 

supply from the office within the limited amount.  

    Meanwhile Alan received the order to vacate his abode to 

the state lodging, a morsel of dry bread was his final crumb on 

the cordial oak counter, the tap above the sink was motionless, 

he firmly locked the door, “Rent” was stuck on it. 

The heavy duffle bag made discordant racket on his way to 

the nearest station regardless dire silence oppressed the 

streets, the shutters debarred the stores to invite their            

customers as they lost their owners.                                                                                                                

Following this, the crests of banks and trade building over the 

financial district were within the view, there was no                        

luminosity, dissipated sorrow under the bleak empyrean and         
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sullen dismay on the concrete walls thereafter he set to               

inspect the site.   
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The exclusives were disseminated by the man whom was          

before the portal of the trade building, the people flocked to 

him whose recitation wailed for the urgent distribution, the              

entrance was bolted, but sorely the statues of nymphs on the                

granite plinths were playful by exchanging the stream of faith. 

Alan obtained the paper that informed him about a chaotic 

frenzy, the spokesman had committed suicide as well as the 

closure of market after his body had been discovered on 

shore, it was a gruesome portent, elapsing hours were as his 

throbbing pulsation. 

 Alan rushed into the telegraph office, the tailored males 

were shoving each other, the constant strikes of typewriters, 

despite of them, the queues were unfurled for his uniform, 

‘Yield to the preserver of our nation!’  

  The sheet of paper was scrolled as he spoke, ‘... The               

situation has been allover...’  

‘How would you like the recipient?’ 

‘To… To Malachi.’  
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   Half a month had gone by, the urban area was recovering the 

spirited vitality as if it had already been forgotten, trade was 

revived, correspondingly Alan was promoted to operate the 

tank as it were he was prospered in his small tall to submerge 

into the gigantic combat hull, precisely there would be a little 

what human could do after all, if the iron colossus burst his 

rage.  

   Needless to say, daubs of oily mud and cataracts of his                         

perspiration consumed excessive amount of soap in the bath, 

the regular provision wouldn’t be enough thus he went to the 

city at dusk, he was inevitably predisposed to the surreal            

billows of the thoroughfare with euphoric joy in the cheerful            

arcade, the vivid advertisement of beer was distinctive 

though, anyway all goods on the shelves didn’t have a price 

tag. 

   ‘Are you Malachi’s soldier? What would you like?’ 

   As he asked for a packet of soap, the owner threw it into his 

sackcloth with bread and milk moreover a set of razors and      

tobacco.
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‘I can’t buy them.’

‘Haven’t you yet been noticed that we have no longer paid 

exorbitant tax and the public employees can make                          

consumption by free if we reckon their demand as adequate 

for their work, instead their services are available without 

fees, banks and railways and so on. All business in this nation 

has been conducted by a system of barter hence the value is  

estimated by us, from producers to merchants, fortunately 

this mode has never been in vain. Malachi declared in the         

congress, “My trust in our people.”’ 

‘I appreciate.’ 

Alan would join the assembly once more within the nearest     

opportunity. 
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    The senate house in the public square, there was the                

diminished number of participants, the absence was weirdly       

reflected in the evening, the electric wires on the poles were 

entwined in the translucent air, the trace of advancement,         

being disturbed by nothing, being veiled by nothing over  

neighs of quadrupeds and purrs of automobile engines that 

were the antithetical expression of antiquity, the progression 

of epoch was surely diverted to be restored, Alan felt              

anomalous nervousness amidst the spurred steps and the 

strenuous guards.  

    Malachi was impressed as he got waned features whether it 

was because of his enervation, the commander was upright 

from the seat as the prime minister appeared hence everyone 

as well. 

‘Malachi!’                                                                                              

The spasmodic shout was swooshed by one of the sentinels          

under the national banner, piercing terror petrified Alan, he 

managed to witness the bullseye whom nonchalantly ignored 

the aggressor and his head was slightly lowered in order to  

settle back his haunches, a blast of bullet, it meagerly pecked 
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at the furry hairs, then abysmal silence, Malachi snickered on 

his hostile, yet blissful mien as his response. 

 ‘Hold!’ Bongway shrilled.                                                                     

The exasperated traitor was forthwith sieged by the barrage 

of iron truncheons, though the gun hit the vault, it was the 

wicked denouement without an infinitesimal thud.  
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The night was turgid, Alan’s sweaty skin was restrained in 

the bunk of the shared dormitory albeit the breeze                              

occasionally whiffed from the window ajar, he saw a fly on the 

opposite side of insect shield, the dozing roommate turned his 

body.                                                                                               

The fervid alarm squealed through the camp when it passed 

sallow midnight, the men hurriedly set in uniform, fastened 

handguns to their girths.

‘Move!’ 

 The astute command was absorbed into the hemisphere 

where the heavenly being twinkled, the troopers were                 

gathered on the faceless cobblestones, Alan was allocated to 

one of the squadrons, which was spearheading towards the 

state edifice, when they merged with the other unit at the        

juncture of the paths, river and sea spewed the scarlet             

beacons over naval ports and buildings. 

 The facade was fortified by nearly a thousand soldiers, the 

concomitant soles at once to testify unity. 

The empty hall under the dim effulgence uncovered the          

turbulent dust, the reserved consent was verified then, the          

innumerable official documents were jettisoned outside, put in 

flames to gush out the blazes until these were reduced to 

ashes by the crimson valediction, by the men of procession.    
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Before the Sun was heaved into the land, Alan dreamt in his         

slumber, Malachi was in the military headquarter with the 

spokesman whom had apparently killed himself, Bongway was 

brought there during his exile.

‘You are appeared as a fugitive to our nation.’ Malachi. 

‘…?’ 

‘There has never been the state that you have believed to  

exist, how can you testify it?                                                           

You shall live in peace in your native land as if nothing has 

ever happened to you.’ 
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It was in the early hours, the cinders had already been the 

damp squibs since the previous night, the people were                    

bespattering waters to clean them up. 

 The morning procession was no longer taken place, but all 

servicemen met in the stony plaza where had ever been the  

advent of regeneration, the unwieldy speaker was set in the 

center, the soldiers were in akimbo, no sooner than the wave 

disruption that squeaked, the broadcast became audible. 

‘On this honorable day, my oath is dedicated to our people, I 

am Malachi Bobkob, I am the chief commander of our nation  

to be the prime minister whom will be appointed by you as a 

consequence of your justice, how you do live, how you do your 

daily labor.                                                                                                    

I have signed a peace treaty as an everlasting armistice with 

the states that would have been our foes, our trade has been 

freed, there is no more war befallen us.                                        

Was it our graceful memory or nightmare?                                    

A loss of 100 by victory whereas a loss of 1000 by defeat, is 

there anyone who can obtain 900? This should be our people.’      

(The end of Book II)
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C H A P T E R  3

Book III: In 1990 -  

<Fldora Power>

    TV cameras for the most popular news program were ready 

to spotlight Quent whom had ever dubbed the prominent          

venture capitalists of the unbeatable financial firm,                      

W’d Morale as W’d Ventures. He was thirty-five years old, the 

cyan suit roughly appareled him, his wavy hair was tied on his 

back, then Dieter Sanchez, the chairman of W’d Morale with 

Branden Bongway, the private owner of Fldora Power came to 

the studio, Sanchez was stout in his faithful deed, gently           

patted Branden’s shoulder to encourage him on the seat in 

front of the interviewer while they slacked themselves, the 

modest female in her forties appeared so that Quent indulged 

in his rapprochement, ‘Johanna, you know, we’re gonna be 

watched by the millions.’                                                                           

It was responded by her dimples, though she was about to 

make jocular retaliation, everything was set to launch the 

broadcast, the presenter was zoomed on the monitor.
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 ‘Finance of Your World, today we are focusing on one of the 

biggest scale of IPOs, Fldora Power, founded in the 1970s as 

the private gas electricity power producer with $200 million             

capital, the facility was originally bought from the gas                 

generator by $0.8 million, the recent total assets                            

approximately $1.7 billion in good term, we will begin with 

Ms. Frobisher, she is here for us as the chief analyst of                  

W’d Morale Venture Capitals and the lead underwriter for the 

IPO, what is your rationale behind this madcap, $1.040              

trillion?’ 

‘The market cap is consisted of the stock price $80 and 13 

billion outstanding shares for the first round, since utilities 

are the stable investment, we have been expecting the               

individual investors without fear, in fact our forward growth 

rate is possible to get over the perfect ratio, more than 100%, 

enough optimistic for our dividend yield that can be above 

12%. I suppose, the market sentiment is not our business,      

Mr. Trinder, the new CEO has assured the certain signal, he 

will be the owner of 10%.’ 

‘The scale of enterprise will be strolled by W’d Ventures            

especially Mr. Trinder, but Ms. Frobisher, you are much            

scrupulous, aren’t you?’    
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‘I will say, our Private Equity has been Fldora’s general    

partner since the finest contribution to the R&D sector for the 

new plant as well as Fldora’s limited partners nearly 350, the 

annual total funds to the firm has been $710 million, they 

share the clientele with W’d Morale.’ 

 Quent, ‘VOLU average trade per day has been dominated by 

W’d related exchange at least 15 %, and Venture Capitals’        

annual operating income has been estimated as $1.37 trillion.            

Dieter Sanchez is with us, good evening.’  

 ‘Good evening.’ 

‘The business began in the 1950s during the economic  

boom, getting on the flamboyant market condition to                     

encourage the overall financial performance, this trend has 

been inherited by the corporation since then.’ 

‘Exactly.’ 

‘However, the superlative springboard was during the last 

decade when it was called a wave of hostile takeovers, does it 

annoy you?’  

‘Yes and no. Fortunately our clients have been the real                  

opportunists, we have recognized well that the error had been 

derived from the conglomerate buyouts prior to then, the           

corporations that had failed in diversification had inevitably 
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rebased their values and it was not amiss for them to be             

acquired by us for our mutual growth.                                           

We have announced that our bid to Fldora is not a takeover 

even though the board members are going to be restructured 

as we can see in the prospectus, it will be interpreted by            

Mr. Bongway.’

 ‘Rudo Trinder as the CEO, Branden, can you talk about this 

decision?’ 

‘The decision was made in our final meeting as the private 

business, Rudo would retire his post as the executive of       

W’d Morale to be the CEO of Fldora, I and the previous owner, 

my father, Nelson are proud to select the optimal way for our 

firm, I am going to be the senior board director with our          

private investors.’    

‘What will be the incentives of the board?’   

‘Their shares have voting rights and option premiums as 

our substantial partners with W’d Ventures.’

‘The annual net income of Fldora Power, $3.5 billion, it has 

been less than 30% of your competitors, and the expected 

earnings per share, 297.14.’ 

‘In technical view of the operating cost as the gas power  

generator, it’s been far less than the coals whose capacities 
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have been more than 13% of us, anyhow the recent optimistic 

status of gas inventories was the simple trigger to initiate our 

new project, I suppose that this type of macroeconomic                   

influence has ever been our preferred chance, such as during 

the 1970s, the price of oil doubled, but gas and coal                     

electricities were the reasonable evacuation, it was the              

sanguine threshold for Fldora that had been the small vendor 

of kitchen apparatus to be allowed to exist as utilities in the    

advent of electric commerce, the power consumption was 

ramping up.’

‘The most formidable endeavor can be the new plant, it has 

already led huge scandal, Ms. Frobisher, please for our last 

five minutes.’

‘The new plant has been still under renovation to complete                

the state of the art electro-chemistry that is able to satisfy the 

high energy provision by the low cost. On my first visit to the 

facility, it was observable that the prerequisite infrastructure 

for the superconductor was fully capacitated during the               

recent construction. Superconductivity has been the                       

progressive innovation since the 1980s, the source of energy 

is preserved below absolute zero for the perfectly stable                       

alternating current, the refrigerators have been retrofitted to 

install a cryogenic function, a moment of deep-freeze as lowest 

as -150 Celsius.                                                                                                     
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Houps Power and Neocum Energy are our predecessors whom 

will participate in our project, our synergy can be highly              

assessed whether our bid proposal or royalty purchase.’   

 The clock was at 9.00 pm, the live broadcast was finished 

on the 50th floor of the urban skyscraper.  
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Sunday was placid apart from the upcoming IPO, the          

morning paper published the special edition about Neocum 

whose patent application was rejected by the Office, it was the 

equal controversy for Fldora, Branden perused the sheet in 

his living room.  

 “Electricity transmission was about to be upgraded by            

Neocum, the wireless engineering was indeed sought after as 

the physically existing lines impose the power limit because of 

heat to trigger the deformation.                                                         

However, the Patent & Trademark Office issued prima facie   

last month, regarding the insufficient result of safety test.       

The civil action was taken place by the employees against the 

denial without detailed instructions, unless the fact was fully 

explained, there would be no fulfillment of safety policy.                                                                                                               

The patent examiners have clarified the rebuttal as the             

classified reason under the state security authority.”     

 Neocum reduced the market value nevertheless when they 

had announced the project, the price had climbed up $200 per 

share whereas Houps maintained steady growth for their          

successful innovation that the tiny amount of frozen fuel by 

means of phosphorescence generated the intensive power,          

specifically the solidified fuel was exposed to the light until the 

dissolution while the viscous layer covered the energy thus it 

would completely prevent the arc due to the excessive voltage. 
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It had once been mentioned by Abdulov whom was the           

private investor of Fldora about Houps’s invention, “The           

problem would be the disproportionate volatility between fuel 

price and stable utilities... Though there was a boom of                                

hydroelectricity, we couldn’t overcome the weather-                            

dependent caprice.”                                                                                         

Abdulov had been with Nelson since the foundation as the 

parts supplier of Fldora Kitchen, the qualified gentleman had 

contributed to the science lab in his youth, retired to own the 

inherited factory, he was also the limited partner of                          

W’d Morale Private Equity with the Uptons whom were the           

investors of Fldora as well as their funds to the Energy                 

Research Center abroad.                                                                                

As Mr. Upton had suggested for the R&D sector to take up            

Abdulov’s tip, it had led Branden’s first meeting with               

W’d Ventures, including Rudo, the eminent tycoon whose        

impeccable tactics would be utter destined to the favorable               

outcome, active and talkative, he would spend holiday in a 

gym, his recessed hair and narrow eyes would be the affable 

charm, but everyone could perceive his glorious sublimity, 

faultless balance of will and determinism as it were the one 

had immediately agreed to say, “For my charitable mind for all 

shareholders. Notion and convention often make fun of us, it is 

the worthy allure of trade.”                                                                                                              
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In truth it had been the evocative precept which Nelson had 

ever been inspired to sell fridges, dish washers, etc, by                    

exceptionally discounted prices.                                     

Would time be passed without awareness, it had already 

been at noon on holiday, Branden phoned Johanna whom said, 

‘I have been convinced that the market trend has absolutely 

pledged our prosperity.’ 

‘Yes, it’s been so much generous.’                                                 

Branden raised himself to leave home, he was sorting out the 

handwritten letters in the mailbox that was overwhelmed 

with envelopes and parcels from investment banks, IPO               

brochures... The garage was opened for his sedan.    
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On the extensive clinical premises if Nelson rather indulged 

in his sumptuous respite, his wife had separated from him 

when his son had been six years old on the day as this serene 

weekend, “You may live without me.” 

The plants and foliage were flourishing in the yard, cerulean 

and roseate petals in the vase on the window sill, Nelson was 

in the cafeteria where there would be no difference for him 

than the bistro in the town nevertheless, ‘It’s closed at 8 pm.’ 

‘Whether or not, you can’t have beer in this place.’

‘Have you got this?’ The elder pointed a piece of cheesecake               

on his son’s plate. 

‘I have been terribly exhausted since the broadcast last 

night.’   

‘That was great! Surely we have got Rudo whom is for all           

entrepreneurs as the cream for cats… Moreover none               

discussed about our previous failure of superconductor that 

had eaten up our capital.                                                                         

Do you remember when you witnessed the arc?’  

‘No.’ 

‘I asked you if it was arc or thunder?’   

‘The arc as scribbles in the sky.’ 
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‘Yes, on the next day, I dealt with deluge of complaints due 

to the fused apparatus.’   

In Nelson’s private room that was furnished with sizable 

bath and bed, the bundles of tip sheets for his stock occupied 

the table, it wouldn’t be merely to kill the spared time during 

his rest for minor hepatitis, considering how much he had 

earned so far with the charts.

‘The market sensitively reflects the temperament of society, 

the fluctuation equals to the instability of traders, it is the                 

entropy under the physical law as heat causes decay. Though 

it is not my jest when we established Fldora Kitchen, the air         

conditioner was the uttermost promising product, almost          

completely out of the seasonal factors, no matter winter or 

summer, the existing cities on the Earth would attain the        

comfortable degree days throughout a year.’  

‘How would you predict about Neocum whose recent 

trough?’ 

‘They will get on the support level because they have been 

in trough.’ 

‘Will you sell them?’ 

‘No. I will buy them.’ Nelson was about to turn on TV.
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‘No, not now.’ His son suspended him to show one of the          

letters, ‘You may know the magazine, Financial QUO, the 

sender’s name is Fionna Richards, but obviously not from the 

press, perhaps the bureaucratic control, it says, “Regarding 

the IPO of Fldora, we shall like to discern the two inventions 

by Houps Power and Neocum Energy, which have been                  

recently examined under the patent authority, to be informed 

about joint venture or trace of any collaboration.”’  

‘How will you respond?’  

‘It’s been only a coincidence within the industry as there is 

no wickedness in this final decade of 20th century that                 

heartens the engineers to celebrate the advent of new                  

technology. Even though some clients of W’d Morale have their 

shares, such investors are omnipresent.’ 

‘It can be enough.’  

‘And the next is for you to respond, “Has Mr. Bongway who 

is the founder of Fldora ever worked for the governmental           

administration?”’                                                                                      

Nelson chuckled, ‘It was my eldest brother, Hector, he was in 

the cabinet office under President Pittard in 1949 for less than 

a year. Pittard advocated the deregulation of utilities hence 

when we were for Fldora Power, my brother did disagree with 

me to avoid the nasty allegation of nepotism... Just before our        
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start-up, he was dead in hospital... You may answer that the 

question would provoke a bad jinx.’      

‘That’s the way it is.’  

‘I suppose, if it had been sent from some bureau, they would 

have already made open investigation thus the letter is rather 

related to the Insider Act, how do you render the consequence 

of our IPO? There is no reason that the law would be such            

benevolent.’ 

‘The final prospectus has been fastidiously completed by           

Johanna.’ 

‘Her syndicate includes her brother, Rodell, he specializes  

the financial law.’  

‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Rudo has more than 5% of Financial Quo as he likes clear 

hands so that things go smoothly, since the law exists for his 

prosperity.’      
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The afternoon shadows of single poles dwindled away,              

instead the high voltage towers emerged with the extended                       

arms as the skeletal projections and the knobby insulators, 

Branden was clad in his wooly outfit on his car, it was the 

chilly autumn, the wires were forlorn in an atmosphere,             

ushered him to the arid gateway toward the power plant, a 

whiff of gas and turpentine as well as dins of turbines were 

harmonious. 

 On Johanna’s arrival, he was introduced Yolanda whose           

piquant fresh vigor, her short hair and tight-skirt were               

casually matched that she would ardently fulfill her expertise                             

as the chief accountant, faithful to the past, optimistic to the 

future in accordance with the contemporary standard, ‘Our 

competition always entails the potential of unexpected event 

under the law of realization with the pro-forma sheet that can 

be the kernel of business as positive astonishment is the joy 

for all, in truth the evaluation has a formulaic habit as our  

configuration. I am also licensed as an auditor whom is 

banned from our partners’ assets.                                                          

Especially Rodell takes sensitive assertion of the prohibition 

on the corporate bond exchange among the trusting                  

companies by the Trade & Exchange Office, this law was           

published after Ms. Perez was appointed to the chief                  

representative of the National Reserve, since liabilities would 
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bear profit and maintenance nevertheless corruption would 

be triggered by the flattered causality.’ 

‘Interest rates would be for some firms almost addictive,          

albeit the rates grow in time.’ Branden. 

‘Our property grows as well.’ Yolanda.                                                 

As a matter of fact, the facility had once been set up by the 

capital lease until the expiry of term when Nelson had made             

bargain purchase, the cost had already been spread over the 

years to be zero with the advantage of depreciation tax-shield.

‘Rudo definitely approves our capacity utilization but any  

thriftiness.’ Johanna.  
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“Charitable Mind” was held in his office, Branden turned on 

the computer that contained the requisite data, the device had 

ever mesmerized Nelson, the machine would be best for his 

trade with the brokers via tele-network, the innovation had 

been apparently since the 1930s for the market exchange.

 “I remember, it was thirty years ago, the youths with their 

cumbersome gadgets and wires got together in the pub, they 

never ordered alcohol, yet orange juice kept them until late 

hours, though the girls were really cheerful...” Nelson.  

 His secretary informed him that the one of employees 

would see him, shortly the man in his plant uniform stood        

before him.

‘I am here to discuss on my retirement, I am in my sixties, 

nowadays my knees have hissed in pain.’ 

‘However, we are expanding our plant, will you leave us 

prior to the completion? It is regretful.’  

‘This is as a result of my consideration.’     

‘If so, what I should tell you is our gratitude for your work 

so far, as you have kept the defined pension scheme and the 

contribution account, for our retirement policy, the reckoned 

percentage of your final salary is added to the regular                    

installment… Or would you see Nelson?’     
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‘I would like to visit the master today as my son has been 

for me.’ 

‘He will be pleased to meet you.’ Branded held the phone. 

‘I appreciate. My son, Zholdin is the system operator of         

Neocum, I know his work in the control room, the distribution 

should be accurately controlled, satisfactory voltage is                    

essential whereby the adjusted power flow, he took part in the 

formal grievance for the patent safety measure... Whether his 

firm is our competitor or not, I say, we are for the energy.’   

‘Neocum is our honorable fellow, they are the proponent of 

the smart grid by use of tele-network. Trial and error is the      

basic of R&D as long as there is the solution to be achieved. 

Please tell your son what I said, wholesome health and             

comfortable retirement.’ 

‘Thank you for your words, Mr. Bongway, I will be in our                       

suburban home with my wife and the apartment will be given 

to my son.’   

 The one’s son awaited him by the side of his car, his lanky 

constitution was as a teenager, yet seemingly in his twenties, 

one of his legs was lame, tanned hue was contrasting to his          

father whom tossed him a duffel.  
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 As the prelude to the IPO, the widespread prospectus was          

the robust kick-off, the supply contracts of Fldora rapidly shot 

up, more than 50% of the operating capacity, the firm’s net      

income was raised plus 30% thereafter the situation urged 

Houps to join them, Hugo Mayer, the general chief officer of 

W’d Morale prompted Johanna’s team to prepare for the bid 

proposal, yet the offer to Neocum was possibly deferred. 

 For the time being, Quent was juggling with the snippets to 

buttress his forecasts, ‘It can be the tender deal.’

Houps Power, the independent coal power producer had 

been founded in 1985, above all they had spent $1.4 billion for 

the R&D sector, the price per share $113, up and up, 17%                        

higher than the book value, the invention hadn’t yet been              

actualized though, the evil tag, the dark spread was                        

successfully shaken off.                                                                          

Anyway the onset of environmental concern and climate 

change during the 1970s was developed into the global              

dispute, it would be the revived fervor towards the second       

millennium.  
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At 5.00 am, it was the center of twilight urban city, the lofty 

trade buildings that contained VOLU, the largest market in the 

world unleashed the sumptuous luminosity, the two edifices 

were next to each other, the one of them had been built in the         

earlier of the 20 century, held the five-star hotel on several 

floors with restaurants, conference rooms and gymnasium, 

these amenities entertained the people in the financial               

domain.  

 Before the day of IPO, the two-hundred representatives of 

Fldora and W’d Morale stayed sleepless night while the fifty 

screens on the trade floor showed the countdown to sunrise, 

the space would be enough for the journalists in addition to 

the regular dealers whom were eight-hundred for the                

price-weighed portfolio index, IDUOM, the average had ever       

recorded 2000 to 3000, then thanks to the birth of the              

computer, disappearance of the pit congestion for the open  

outcry because all bids and asks would be input in the                  

machines on the desks with the handy telephones, the prices 

would be honored, subsequently the orders would be sent to 

the exchange members via VOLU personal tele-network 

through the linked modems and sockets, the one minute trade 

so far maintained 90% affluence without any loss.  

 ‘It’s been no silence before storm.’ The floor dealer, Hans           

indicated the stacked announcements since the last close 
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whereas Celine was in the neighboring booth, she confirmed 

that Fldora’s P/E ratio would achieve the score that was              

proportionate to the recent net income.  

 The first fill-light was casted upon Johanna as soon as she 

passed the entrance, the barrage of microphones.

‘Flexible turnover! No, not as my excuse because we are the 

cordial industry.’ The lead-underwriter paddled her way to              

the corporate lounge on the second floor, she would be the 

chief financial director of the IPO firm, afterwards the crew of 

Finance of Your World were ready, encompassed the crimson 

carpet, the door was swiftly opened for the charisma, Rudo, 

‘Good morning, the two hundred brokers who will help our IPO 

have been sent for today, they wear the red jackets, the color 

of IPOs in VOLU. I will be in the lounge, visit me every time!’   

‘Rudo!’ cheers and howls, the files of red traders were               

conquering the path next to next hence the camera was 

turned to Quent, ‘They are the Sun’s fellows, the light for 

VOLU! The technical capacity has been upgraded, your orders 

will be accurately processed by the dealers whom are more 

than one thousand in total.                                                              

Rudo, the new CEO of Fldora is in his red-wine shirt, he invited 

the two hundred assistants to the banquet hall in this               

morning.’
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‘Quent, thank you for your report!’                                                                          

The screen was returned to the TV studio, Rudo and the board 

members watched the broadcast on the executive floor.                                                                                                                                                                   

‘Secretary of Trade & Exchange has avoided the comment 

on this IPO, but Ms. Perez, the National Reserve proclaimed 

the governmental tribute last week.’                                                         

The VTR showed Etienne Perez whom was in the acme of her 

mature control, albeit she was renowned as the daughter of 

the former secretary of defense, she had been brought up as 

an independent woman much than the public image. 

“Even the subjective potential often makes enchantment for 

our financial economy, the project for the IPO has been                  

considered enough realistic based on the progressive plant                   

modernization that prioritizes consumer benefits.                       

The right to trade for the right to flourish, this IPO is not the 

risk for the investors as the lawful enterprise with the                 

positive client reactions.                                                                                          

It can be an opportunity to realize our states and utilities,  

regulation and deregulation, these adjustments have ever 

been no mistake as the prosperous consequence that has been 

shown to us.”      
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 Sanchez supervised the trade floor alongside the              

glass-shield, the regular dealers were setting the portable 

phones to the extended wires with the assistants.  
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The resonant melody invigorated the people at 9.00 am, the 

opening bell was zinging through the floor, immediately all  

phones on the desks flickered, Branden didn’t grasp what was 

happening to the billboard, the highlighted ticker symbol, 

FLDO!

‘Our price has been as if the endless count by a second.’ 

Rudo. 

 As soon as the regular members received the interminable               

arbitrage for FLDO, they mantled themselves with the red 

jacket until the floor was besieged in full-crimson, but the                

system clamped for ten minutes thereafter one of the traders 

blazed into the pit to meet whom he dealt with, ‘$126…?’ 

‘$12…’ ‘$137…’ ‘13…?’ ‘$212…’ ‘$212 and…’                                  

The nostalgic rush hour, the gentle slope upward, no           

winding at all, it was felt pretty beautiful.   
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2: Fldora Energy (Ticker symbol “FLDO”) 

    For one year and a few months, the legendary prominence 

of Fldora had gloriously thrived, for instance, “Abnormally In 

Bull!” “Optimistic Panic!”                                                                             

It had recurred in the second round, when the price had         

eventually reached $5,000 per share, roughly equalled to the 

average price of W’d Morale Investment Banking, it had 

lodged in increment 2 % every week, the dramatic surge of      

total assets had acquired the local independent utilities as 

though the firm had been the magnet, the new plant had              

attracted the erstwhile competitors, “The high energy exists 

as a droplet of water, the crystal lattice, the incredible speed 

of spinning electrons by the phosphorescent beam...”                                                                                                           

Accordingly Fldora would operate 60% of the domestic             

electricity as a result of serial acquisitions. 

   ‘Hydrogen charge as the power source, has there been any  

progress so far, Mr. Bongway whom is the senior board                     

director of the firm?’ Quent on the screen.                       

   ‘The possibility of free-electricity can be our metaphorical           

impetus at this time, of course our energy is 100% 

environmentally-friendly and hydrogen is said to be the               
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infinite resource, our new plant has a filtering mechanism to 

take up waters directly from the local rivers that are accessed                  

to the ocean.                                                                                             

First of all, H2O is separated to the positively charged anode 

electrode and cathode as the opposite charge, H+ to cathode, 

OH- to anode, it produces loads of electrons.                                       

We don’t exploit oxygen not to be criticized by the                  

Malthusian enthusiasts.1’

‘We know that the environmentalists are surely on your 

side yet rather the antitrust law under the Business & Market 

Act has been precautioned under the Secretary.’  

‘I always appreciate for their fair support, the capable           

comprehension of utilities, particularly their determinacy             

between competition and emergence of monopoly with the          

notion that the competition boosts our economy.                                                                                                           

It is fortunate as the ministries in our days have been held by 

the cutting-edge parents of the Generation X, not for the            

anti-monopoly, but for the anti-norm to advance, regarding 

what the problem has been hitherto, we are for the investors’ 

profits.’ 

 ‘We are broadening the range of our shareholders, the          

portal of our industry can be much cultivated. As you find, 
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whenever our acquisition, we have yielded the phenomenal 

outcome, reliable benefits to our partners.’ Johanna. 

‘Houps Power has yet been… Your… It’s been expressed as 

the operating partner, but the invention has been as the R&D 

collaboration.’ Quent. 

‘The process for patent and trademark requires perfect 

safety, we have been concentrating on how we get over the            

difficulty that has ever inflicted on Neocum, they are also our 

collaborator.’  

  ‘What is your trajectory of the abnormal bull in this 

month, Mr. Bongway?’ 

‘More than triple.’ 

‘Thank you for our two guests and Happy New Year.’  

 Branden turned off the program that had been taken a 

week before, he peeped through the venetian blind, snow had 

accumulated as hillocks since previous night, as he went            

outside, the guy who looked as a journalist approached him, 

‘Would you like to get on my car that has been parked on the 

main road or will you have a bus?’  

‘No thank you, I will have a bus.’                                                       

He was photographed then.
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‘Can I snap you once more when you are stepping on the 

ride?’

‘Yes, you can.’                                                                                          

The man as a rat followed him, the neighbors viewed them 

from the windows under the frozen roofs.

‘Have a nice day!’                                                                                        

He selected the rare seat on the carriage, the playful child was 

with the newspaper sat next to him.

‘“You are rich as you have bought Fldora!” Is this true?’ 

 ‘Absolutely you will be a billionaire, but you may still want 

to study and want to work.’                                                          

Branden thought about evolution, these days the teenagers         

obtained identical handsomeness and it would be in virtue of 

evident mental serenity.    
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‘A few guys visited my ward, they were dispatched from   

Sanchez.’ Nelson as soon as he met his son, 

‘What were they for?’  

‘W’d Morale Investment Banking has started the reasonable 

mortgage, fixed 8.6 % as the benevolent social welfare.’  

‘So kind, the inflation rate plus 5.6%.’ 

‘Yes, for our house in the resort town.’  

‘We have already had it, it’s been too spacious for me to live 

alone, you can be an outpatient anytime.’ 

‘Shall we buy it?’

‘If you prefer, it would be done within your personal                 

savings, wouldn’t it?’ 

‘“It would be done within your personal savings.” Exactly 

the same advice was given to me by the compact guy, Quent’s               

colleague.’ 

‘Oh, really.’ 
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The new year was cacophonous zeal, the opulent                           

anniversary was celebrated, the board meeting of Fldora was             

taken place in the capacious conference room with “Charitable 

Mind.”                                                                                                      

Rudo as the CEO was fairly snow-burnt for skiing during the          

winter holiday abroad by his private jet, he was with the               

Uptons. 

‘Our shares have been as an individual entity from the          

market portfolio.’ 

‘Libertine nature of our enterprise, how long it would be?’ 

‘The thing’s been going, Happy New Year!’ 

‘Happy New Year, Rudo!’ 

It was the CEO’s proposal that inaugurated the first               

assembly.

‘W’d Morale Private Equity shares many partners with us, 

they have thoroughly contributed to our project since our IPO. 

However, their financial report last year was, operating               

annual income $10.3 billion, growth rate 12% and total             

market value has been $16.320 billion, for our future              

prosperity, it won’t be out of our way that we offer a bid to the 

sector.’
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‘As a consequence of referendum, Rudo will post our               

proposal and I will be with them, Sanchez can be enough            

optimistic for our outcome, regarding the portfolio that             

W’d Morale has been planning to issue within two years, they 

will embrace the valuable entrepreneurs whom can make 

global launch with us.                                                                                                                     

Our bid has been estimated as plus 2% to the enterprise value 

to be tender, we buy up the existing ordinary shares as the 

right issues, it would be the discounted deal under several          

conditions, for instance, we would like Mr. Tremont to be           

continuously the chief director of Private Equity, no use of             

leverage, the payment is made by the new shares if there is no      

specific demand from the target, our exchange rate is                   

rendered up to be fundamentally in equilibrium based on each 

market value, then unconditional deal can be attained as 

100% to 200% increase of price per share for three days               

before the announcement, subsequently it is sustained to be 

50% rise, maintains plus 40% during the following six months, 

finally it rests on the familiar upthrust 2% every week as ever.                                                                                                                

Is there any question before our CEO will call the vote?’                

Johanna proceeded the agenda.

‘Would we be no leverage? We are ranked the AAA, we can 

be flexible for the prime rate that would be the initial                 

benchmark 20%.’                        
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While the gallery was baffled, Yolanda attempted to                

persuade the voters, ‘The sovereign rate is supposed to rise 

henceforth, as the paradigmatic resolution of inflated status, 

our economy would be discouraged, for example, the dilution 

of bond prices, since they have raised the number of                     

outstanding bonds to be the normal progress, in other words, 

by the collection of our money thus DBEG and the Reserve 

may increase tax as well, which indicates 35% of corporate          

income tax to be further levied on for the purpose to heal the 

sense of value itself. The state is actually merciful for us as the                     

principal is paid back in maturity, but the stringent restriction 

on money supply has been manifestly tethered.’ 

‘For the tax shield, is this too optimistic?’ Branden. 

‘Because the macroeconomy itself has been operated within 

the standard algorithm hence we follow. And we shall keep it 

in our mind that unexpected inflation should be promptly              

recovered, if it is not determined as chronic.’ 

‘IOU is for me, not the negative connotation, I can’t be              

outmoded for my age, WDMO’s financial pipe to FLDO that is 

dedicated to WDMO vice versa. We would have 65% leverage.’                    

Rudo. 

‘Our capital structure is consisted of 65% leverage.’                            

Johanna prompted the members to hold a plebiscite, the poll 
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revealed 4/5 concession, the opposed 1/5 was turned out to be 

due to the scant proportion of liabilities.  
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Spirited verdure proliferated in spring, the synergy                    

between FLDO and WDEQ was issued earlier than the           

original schedule, it had been mightily for Holger Tremont 

whose alacrity and incisive savvy, the chief director of the        

target sector, he would be as the head of the emerged firm, 

FLEQ, surrounded by the press associations.

‘Our deal has reached the ideal concession, I am sufficed for 

this memorable day.’ 

Holger before his sixties as the exclusive financial degree 

graduate of top university, he had been right away promoted 

to the post, his wisdom and unspoiled credence were                         

immanent, his affirmation would well-nigh always promise 

flawless progression on projects by his theoretical analysis, 

running through the decision gates in a jiffy, methodically to 

determine the investment hierarchy from macroeconomy to 

microcosm in order to overcome the perpetual risk.

 If the sky was slightly moistened, no matter the festivity 

was not abandoned by the crowd in front of VOLU to see              

Holger until the closing bell unfettered the brokers at 5.00 pm. 

  ‘The screen has told us 3% of reduced rain by midnight, are 

you free tonight?’ Hans to Austin and Celine.  

‘What do you have?’
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‘The red broker who used the socket there gave me the        

tickets of Rudo’s banquet.’ 

‘That’s gorgeous.’   

‘Plus 310% per share for one day, no one would die under 

the nasty heavens. These days COCYY has been burgeoning as 

our market. Do you know that the people who live in a cold         

climate would be statistically exposed to the higher risk of      

suicide? It can’t be true.’    

‘Do you have something to kill you?’ 

‘No. I am on cloud nine, it’s going to be 2%, 2%, 2%...’  

‘Let’s go.’ 
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It was during the enthralling hours at dusk, the bottles of                

champagne were as flurry blossoms to celebrate the               

successful acquisition when Rudo was onstage, the sense of       

antiquity and sumptuous practicality adorned the hall while 

the modest saloon with the bartender was esteemed for joyful 

hospitality as Cigar & Wine Room, so called Cork Shelter           

because the interior was furbished with cork, harmonious 

aroma was habitually whiffed.                                                                

The corporate executives occupied the VIP room with the 

guests from the foreign markets, COCYY and ZOBGA                

nonetheless Branden was unable to wobble off apprehension, 

since the bureaucratic injunction was insinuated whether it 

would be time for the thriving business to be curtailed, rather 

everything would be cleared.

‘Not to concern anything, have you ever acquainted with 

our employee, Mr. Lambert of our R&D sector? The one is vital 

for our project, surely Marcelo brings our accomplishment, we 

shall make proposal to Houps and Neocum by this summer 

moreover government golden shares are offered to us,                

adequate incentive would be prerequisite to our board.’ By 

Rudo whom confirmed his wristwatch, glanced the foyer, he 

beckoned to the waiter to invite the couple of guests before the 

portal.  
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 ‘He is Marcelo and his wife, Regina, Mr. Lambert, he is our 

senior board director, Branden.’ 

 They exhibited affable decorum, as the female                               

representatives led his wife to the distant box seat, Rudo,  

‘Marcelo, please talk to him about the prosperous safety test 

by the R&D sector.’

‘Mr. Bongway, we have passed 10,000 times of successful 

conductivity through the air without an insulator, it has been               

beyond the patent criteria as I have ever worked as an                  

examiner of the Patent & Trademark Office.’ 

‘The administrator of the Secretary visited our R&D sector, 

his daughter is Mrs. Lambert, he offered funds for our              

research.’ The CEO. 

‘I am pleased to be informed, we are the public limited       

company, equally the responsibility of invention is shared, the 

credible invention reduces our frustration.’ Branden. 

‘In view of science, the limited research restricts the                      

consequence. The patent proceedings are to find the                      

suspicion of truth why the truth is assumed not true,                             

realistically it is not the problem to be solved by merely the 

specialized knowledge, but there exists, minor fragility in 

terms of our general recognition, if the safety ratio obtains  

perfection, the patent is granted.’ Marcelo whose diligence as 
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the researcher evinced his faith, he continued, ‘I am the                

shareholder of Fldora, it has been the best opportunity for me 

to be involved in this milestone, particularly the collaboration                               

with Houps and Neocum that I was commissioned as the state 

functionary, our project has been the joint invention among 

the three firms, the certificate will be delivered to us within a 

few days and we make public announcement.                                                                                          

The delay of application process in this time was not for the 

safety measures, but the two inventions by Houps and                

Neocum were in different characteristics nonetheless they 

had the directed nature within the fact that the remote             

wireless transmission by Neocum wouldn’t be actualized         

without the frozen fuel by Houps furthermore the potential of 

independent viability was not zero thus it was not regarded as 

double patenting otherwise it was treated as non-obvious           

double patenting, since the two inventions had ever been filed 

on the same day. After all it was turned out to be that the               

disapproval of grant had been by the request of Neocum by 

themselves.                                                                                                   

Anyway the patent of Houps has been amended as the joint           

invention with us.’ 

‘However, Neocum announced it as the rejection by the          

Office, their value was sacrificed.’ Branden. 
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‘Excuse me, can I interrupt you?’ Rudo took out a hefty           

mobile phone that was hooked on his belt, he input the             

number, immediately Quent and his colleague, who was              

nipping canapés in the main hall picked up the device.

‘Good evening, he is Kurtis.’  

‘I know him.’ Branden indicated the man as a rat.

‘He worked for the tabloid and recently came to us, he is for 

current affairs, he organizes his own TV program, he would 

like Marcelo for the broadcast the day after tomorrow.’ Quent. 

‘It’s a little urgent.’ Branden kept his obstinacy whilst the 

CEO was resilient, ‘While we were in VOLU today, the specific 

about Neocum was publicized, they have been our joint                 

inventor, but their past failure, especially the abstract                   

incident hasn’t yet required our defense, the media has            

procured our successful safety result therefore it is not                   

urgent, you had to concentrate on the term sheet then, FLEQ 

is our treasure. The patent certificate will be delivered to us 

by next noon.’

However, Branden was unsettled, questioned Kurtis, ‘You 

want to interview our engineer, but the fact is, we have solved 

the safety issue and Neocum has revealed the affair, what 

would you like anymore?’                                                                   

Paltry silence ensued as the mellifluous sonata on the piano 
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was flown from the saloon, Kurtis momentarily engaged in the 

repertoire, ‘The deaf composer would be assisted by the                  

vibrations or he would attain how it would speak. Do you think 

that the deaf composer was actually impaired, if not, what was 

“deaf” for him?                                                                                                           

There are many people who yearn for realization, “Oh, I see!” 

The infinite probabilities are owed to the derivatives, it’s my 

job to discover such potential of derivatives.’   

‘I’m sorry, but I am not good at your rhetoric.’ 

‘Is there anything that concerns you because of my                    

interview? I hope to be on your side, Mr. Bongway whose              

father is the founder of Fldora.’                                                         

The man as a rat was as if the cat ate up rodents, his recessed  

hair, rugged cheekbones and craggy knuckles, but favorably 

neat and brut, he would be much elder than his fellow. 

‘Neocum’s scandal has been taboo, it’s been classified                 

under the national defense.’ Branden. 

‘Our manuscript was thoroughly censored, there was a           

discussion between the state authority and the Secretary,           

including Regina’s father, of course the CEO is going to be with 

us.’   
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The filigreed accreditation with the publication number in                 

seven digits, supremacy was engraved on it, FTM  was glorified  

to prove that this had been born in Fldora, the patent was 

granted.                                                                                              

Soon after the board meeting with the investors, Rudo                      

appeared in public, seized the day whereas Branden drove to 

where was hospital, Nelson was abruptly awaken in his             

siesta, he dawdled a bit that was hard to be followed,                   

consequently his son stayed for half an hour to be enlightened 

about the threadbare story of Fldora Power. 
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In the lobby of the TV studio, the flocked press praised     

Branden for the granted patent while Rudo was encircled by 

bouquets and wreaths, “F” was reverenced in the ornamented 

frame as the overseer for all. 

‘400 megawatt hour attains 60% of coal power generation.’ 

By one of the interviewers. 

‘We produce 400 megawatt by only ten cubic centimeters of 

an ice that makes flows of electrons, the cost of a cube is 

$0.001, our technology has been enough to reach 1.01 million 

giga-watt for one year, as the total usage of our country has 

been 1.9 million giga-watt, we require 3.03 million ice cubes, 

the annual generation cost is $3003.’ Branden.

‘How does the reasonable operation reflect on the consumer 

price?’ 

‘Our long term annual contract can be $0.25 to $0.5.’ 

‘Wow! From a quarter to half a dollar! How can we reckon 

each cost of the local profile, residential, commercial and             

industry? The average bill that has been paid by one family  

has been $350 for three months.’  

‘We reduce the cost by 1/1,400. We are almost infinitely        

expandable as long as cloud and ocean exist.’     
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‘As Fldora is the deregulated industry, have you ever            

concerned about the state injunction, Mr. Trinder?’      

‘We contribute much to our nation as we are the global                

pioneer. Our most challenge has been the transmission                 

technology that our partner has ever failed, namely the                   

potential risk would be within 1/1000, 1/5000.                        

However, our R&D sector has succeeded to the degree that if 

you are nervous for F, you would confine yourself since your 

birth.’                                                                                                            

Boisterous laughs were burst out even by the camera crew, 

but when the interviewer displayed the result of safety test,  

1/10,000, there was tranquility followed by the cheerful              

applause.

‘Viscous liquid is the product of interaction with the                                

phosphorescent light, it forms the intangible conductor, there 

is no disturbance in the air, surely it will be no wire, no cable 

in the future, the primary logic of this innovation is water  

thereby our cost is low and no risk.’ Rudo. 

‘How does the cube dissolve?’ 

‘It is sheer autonomous by the phosphorescent light.’

‘Is the light safe?’  
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‘Yes, it is essentially close to H2O, in fact some organisms on 

the Earth live by the emission of phosphorescence.’ 

‘The autonomous resource may change the system of                

distribution.’    

‘The mode of equilibrium can be applied to maintain the         

perfect balance by itself, demand is always equal to supply.      

We have obtained the reasonable high energy with the                  

hydrogen cell and the automated alternating current, it is        

operative with the simple program. The point of our idea is 

that the usage is made by our consumers thus the voltage as 

well, albeit in terms of functional practice for the power             

production, it would be contradictory, but we have found that 

it is possible by the primary autonomy, the cubes evaporate  

proportionately to demand.’  

‘The inventory has been the basic infrastructure to control 

the excess distribution, but F will eliminate it.’    

‘Actually electricity doesn’t perish, but waters are                    

inevitably decayed thus the neighboring river is accessed to 

our facility and to the ocean.’ 

‘What is the simple program?’                                                  

Branden unveiled the handy panel that -1, 0, 1 were              

horizontally aligned.
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‘0 is the balanced status, so to say, demand equals to supply, 

if they are increased, it is 1 whereas the decreased output is 

-1, and 2 is nonexistent for F as our rapid transmission is               

well-nigh as the speed of light so that it conquers difficulty 

over the load profile.’ 

 ‘The real power is flown in phase, the voltage is as our pulse 

to carry the positive power and the negative power. How does 

this notion make effect?’   

‘Our three phase power is set in each 60 degree, by means 

of the tripartite current, the oscillation of real power between 

0 degree and 60 degree for the stable voltage.’ Branden.     

‘As the train station, the node is where the power is                    

adjusted towards the end-users and it is controlled by the        

operators.’    

‘The connection is expandable with the meshed nodal            

network that there are more than two paths among the nodes.                                                                                                                   

Our system operators monitor the automated system, in other 

words, they surveil the frequency of current, accurate hertz.’      

‘The industrial law regulates the obligation to set the equal 

number of circuit breakers to the transmission lines, and the 

feasible contingency response is required, such as the black 

start capability.’   
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‘We install three circuit breakers, prudence is significant 

not because of the law, the risk of F that activates the circuit 

breakers is rendered less than 0.001%.’     

‘What would happen to the energy that would be cut off, it is 

usually sent back to the inventory?’  

‘It is analogous to the question what would happen to the     

apparatus when you turn off the switch. It is distributed to the 

active nodes and our autonomous resource slightly reduces 

the rate to dissolve hence it doesn’t hover around, in the case 

of serious emergency, we shut down waters to flow in.’      

 ‘Tonight, we have witnessed the monumental achievement 

of utilities, history of our civilization and development has 

been accelerated since the dawn of electricity, darkness is no 

longer our trouble. Finally when can we be your guest?’   

‘Thank you for your contract with us, we are expecting F by 

the next summer. The regulatory proceedings have already   

accepted our proposal furthermore DBEG whose generosity 

has exempted us from tax on our operating income because of 

our sincere contribution to clean energy.’      
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Incandescent glow was still conspicuous in the control room 

of Neocum energy amidst the pallid corridor that was subdued 

for hours nearly midnight, scaling up and down the voltage, 

the condenser to capacitate the flow, the inductance to                           

advance energy, the pushpins on the maps as the mosaic art 

throughout half a day, Zholdin snatched his shabby overcoat 

that the weekly dry cleaning for years had tiered the fabric 

nevertheless no sooner than he saw the corpulent female,       

wiping the vending machine, ‘Are you ready?’

‘For a few minutes.’    

 The two got on his car, the mellow trad jazz was played on 

the radio.

‘Did you watch Rudo today?’ Zholdin. 

‘Yes, I did, in the canteen. They spoke what we had already 

been known.’                                                                                              

The fluent saxophone was faded out, followed by the press            

review, he was rather enchanted, saying, ‘There is the                     

inverted U-curve to show how pollution and people’s wealth 

are related, when our income level increases, environmental 

harm as well, but after for a while, it decreases as long as our 

progressive affluence continues.2 Fldora has put up my               

savings.’     

‘Aren’t you afraid of redundancy?’   
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‘No, because they will buy up our firm, I am sure much than 

95%, and you?’    

‘I will be out of my work by the next summer when my            

college begins abroad.’ Said she. 

‘What are you going to learn?’ 

‘Industrial economy.’  

‘You’ve got my intellect, have you ever heard about              

shepherd and wolf? There is the bull thus there is the bear, 

but Fldora has never ever experienced the bear market, shall 

we talk about the shepherd whom would make false about the 

horrendous bear?’3 

‘It is prohibited by the law.’ 

‘Yes, Rudo is not a fabulist and I don’t say that only Rudo is 

our shepherd, I am also the shepherd as I have held their 

shares whether we can be aware of the bear when it comes.’  

‘Do you have something in your mind?’

‘No. However, we can’t perfectly predict the future.’  

‘Fldora’s project and scheme are credible.’  

‘What is your scheme for tonight?’ 

‘I am terribly starving, we get snacks there.’  

‘We can order takeout and we enjoy tidbits in my room.’     
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‘I will have torte.’    

‘Do you have enough for it?’ Zholdin fumbled his purse.

‘Yes, but it will reduce my clubbing after the tuition fee.’   

‘Are you the shareholder?’ 

‘I have both Fldora and Neocum. Won’t we eat there?’  

‘I need sleep for tomorrow when I have to participate in the 

workshop, won’t you be with me until the next morning?’ 

‘I live with my parents, we will have torte and I will go home 

by your car, then you set an alarm by the side of your bed      

otherwise I will leave your car for a cab and you will see the         

other girl tomorrow.’   

‘That’s all right, I can get you to your home, I won’t have  

torte there as I don’t like illumination because of my leg.’  

‘My colleague has ever told me about your habitual lament, 

what does it mean?’    

‘I am not forlorn for this leg as the pretty lady is with me, 

you have blamed me for your jealousy, since your mate                  

informed you about me, it explains that you love me.’  

‘Can I leave your car?’  

‘Are you going to have a whole torte in a nasty temper, but 

sorrel may assist your appetite?’  
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‘Yes, it’s a bit much.’ She slammed the door. 

Afterwards, Zholdin was climbing up the stairs of his                   

apartment, reached the floor where his room was, it was cold 

that heating was needed prior to a shower and he would rest 

until the alarm clock beeped to start the day.   
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There was no absence of the engineers whom enclosed the 

simulator in the control room, the representative from Fldora 

R&D began his instruction.

‘Although these sinusoidal waves are same as what we have                        

acknowledged, comparing with the old system that reflects the 

spins of electrons, this upgraded display indicates the                  

currents by the dissolving cubes, either -1 or 0 or +1 is shown, 

the digital figures are the status accessed to the distribution.’ 

The highly autonomous mechanism was as a chemical               

entity, Zholdin was sufficient in the cafeteria, slouched against 

the couch, spread the financial sheet. 

‘Hi! Fldora has rocketed off, am I correct?’  

‘It is the endless cosmos, never fallen.’                                           

The two females spoke to him, the girl a night before and the 

other a week before.

‘We are going to watch Kurtis together.’ 

‘In your room? No, sorry, we have already finished our 

shifts.’  

‘I will be by 8.00 pm.’ 

‘How long shall we wait for you? Absolutely not!’ 

‘That’s my fate, thanks.’ 
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At 8.57 pm, the dimmed bulbs in his living room were  

vague, Zholdin laid himself on the sofa, grasped the remote 

controller, the photonic iridescence on the TV screen for vivid         

advertisements regardless he dozed off, unfettered the             

devise on the floor...

 ‘When I worked for the Office, I was ordered to examine the 

ongoing project, the wireless electricity transmission in the                

Energy Research Center abroad due to the safety issue, I            

witnessed sparks and arcs, the unleashed power frequently         

reacted to some organic substances, such as silicon, metal, for 

this reason the prima facie notified a denial of patent grant. 

The Research Center is tradable with the private business... In 

fact I had ever been cajoled to be the primary inventor for the 

application, since it would be purchased by the firm in the 

case of failure.’ Marcelo.    

‘It was Neocum.’ Kurtis. 

‘Yes, it was.’   

‘Neocum received funds from the institutional investors to 

buy up the failed research, they are also the powerful               

controllers of W’d and Fldora, Mr. Trinder?’ 

‘You are correct, I made discussion with them at that time.  

However, what they were recognized was barely that the       

project would earn the enormous return for the                            
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unprecedented technology, but the unfavorable result in the 

Center.’   

‘Who was the first informer?’   

‘Nelson, the founder of Fldora, it was when our partners          

visited his ward, he told them that if Neocum couldn’t succeed, 

Fldora would take it up. You may know, his deceased brother 

was for the administrative post under President Pittard thus 

his diplomatic links are numerous, the visitors overseas often 

deliver the offers.’

‘Our law scrutinizes the scale of deal above $70 million 

whether our authorities’ tepid attitude since the beginning of 

IPO has been for Mr. Bongway.’ 

‘I suppose that business is the consequence of collaborated 

individual powers in addition to good luck, it is the precise 

method because we are advantageous to the people, same as 

our government, the agglomerated expertise that is elected by 

votes, democracy, what is the problem?’ 

‘Mr. Lambert, please.’   

‘Owing to the regulation that if the invention has once been 

rejected, it is not allowed to reapply for six months in other 

countries, the research was suspended whereas it was the fair 

opportunity as Neocum could spend for the improvement of         
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invention.                                                                                                         

When the time was fulfilled, I initially determined as no              

problem, I was the developer of Neocum as well as the                

examiner for the final decision in accordance with the           

original purpose of the Office that had assigned me to do so.                                                                                      

In the meanwhile, the lobby was happened, I regretted the             

insufficient adjudication, submitted my resignation to the           

Office, yet as soon as the director received my request, he        

confessed the entangled details on the applications, despite of 

the result of Neocum, my name was listed as the primary            

inventor abroad and I was not treated as the state personnel 

in the foreign country, then the decision paper on his hand 

had the stamp as REVOCATION by the original inventor.’   

‘However, you actually made decision in this country.’  

‘Yes, as one of the examiners. However, I was questioned 

rather in terms of the onus of intellectual property, in this         

regard, who would be the original inventor abroad? Officially I 

was nonetheless I disapproved the application in this country 

as the state officer.’

‘It’s the labyrinth.’  

‘Furthermore, the same filing date of the two inventions by 

Houps and Neocum would be only a coincidence because of the 

time gap for six months in compliance with the regulation.                                                          
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And when I began to work for Fldora R&D, the restriction on 

my entitlement for the application as the former employee of 

the Office was expired.’ 

‘I can see the published patent file, your signature under 

Fldora Energy R&D.’

‘I would like him to be acclaimed as the inventor of F.’ Rudo. 

‘Are you enough rewarded?’ Kurtis to Marcelo. 

‘I am proud of F.’  

‘What is the compensation scheme that is offered you?’  

‘I am the shareholder with voting rights, bonuses and           

warrants.’  
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Had his life ever been commenced in evanescent ennui at 

dawn, Zholdin was benumbed awhile after his eyes were 

opened, the TV had been kept turned on through the night, the 

sandy screen, he picked up the zapper, he recalled that it had 

been five years before, his father had woken him up to lie in 

his bed.

“This device emits a string of signal wave to control that 

equipment, you are standing there and I will switch it off, then 

do you feel something wrong?”

“Are you still dreaming? How remarkable you are!” 

No matter his cricked neck and obscure mind, oodles of         

maple syrup and butter over flapjacks as a tower that he                

devoured, the morning program was fresh and salubrious, the 

Sun over the river, he was about to finish it without knowing 

that the place on the screen was in the vicinity of the Energy 

Research Center, he had ever enrolled in the seminar abroad 

for the engineers during the foregone summer, the headlines 

would have begun when he left home, for instance, ‘...The             

active spirit has been sheltered from all predators, history of 

Neocum Energy since 1983, the endless curtain calls to be         

under the roof of Fldora empire...’
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 Shoving newsmen and flashing cameras, unexpected            

jamboree was obviously detected from where Zholdin parked 

his car, he managed to scrape through them while the                        

congregations clustered around the F simulator.   

‘Hi! Fldora acquires our firm by June, there has been the             

formal announcement, and Houps will be a merger.’ The girl 

during the torte night. 

‘That’s gonna be the perky market, the three celebrities 

unite the IPO romance.’  

‘Not romance, but tempest, I need to prepare for my               

September. Our executives were interviewed, “What do you 

think about Charitable Mind?” They answered that it would be 

easy and difficult. I want for my best to be the easiest option.’   

‘We have recovered from $87 per share to $165 for three 

days and Houps has achieved $450.’    

‘You can also recover yourself, if you visit the canteen in 

this evening, she will be cooking our meals.’ 
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3: W’d Morale (Ticker symbol “WDMO”)

    On settlement with Houps and Neocum, Johanna returned 

to her parental corporation, W’d Morale to assist the                     

acquisition of Mellet whose market rank was in the mid of              

financials, even though several branches were optimistic with 

the wide range of partners abroad as private equity and                        

investment banking, the capital expansion would be                      

prerequisite by means of excessive expenditure to embark on 

the crusade thus the total assets was limited to $80.7 billion, 

the annual growth rate 7%, yet the market cap reached $5.55 

billion, accordingly W’d Morale Venture Capitals was                    

ordained to buy up the firm.  

The mixture of crisp art deco and dainty chic elegance was 

the characteristic of W’d Morale headquarter, Sanchez’s           

private office was designed in grey and black, he was imbued 

with inherent libertine sagacity as his exceptional virtue.

‘We will restore the gnawing nostrum that has been            

haunting our industry, such as mutual funds, exactly bonds 

are not debts, tradable by all, this is why I would like Mellet.’ 

He displayed the sample IPO prospectus, “We are the               

partners, we are the competitors!” 
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‘Johanna, this slogan is also for Fldora, they live in the       

castle that is made of courteous bricks as utilities, such            

credence must be their strength, equally for financials,                  

invulnerable trust exists among clients. I often engage with 

my fantasy if the discrepancy between stocks and bonds is              

diminished, for example, reimbursed principal as a gain 

whereas interest is as if a progressive dividend.’ Sanchez.

‘Fldora investors have been 70 % of our state population, 

the number of employees has been raised to one million, our 

headhunting is active for the financial department. Yolanda 

can take my position while I am here.’ Johanna. 

‘I have been assured that you have brought up the                       

incredible genius for us. We expect you to structure our               

portfolio.’  

‘However, it depends on how we approach Mellet, we need 

their skill, specifically for the nascent investors to purchase 

our portfolio by mutual funds, it will protect Fldora that is        

everyone’s financial resource. I can be assisted by Hugo.’ 

The esteemed pacifist, Hugo Mayer as the general chief            

officer whose heavenly creed was renowned by his followers, 

“Our destiny advocates us to obtain whatever we desire.”                                 

Would his soothing perfume convince them that it would be 

true.   
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‘The portfolio will be my final task, since my sons are              

leaving us, I suppose that it’s been time for me to take a rest 

with my wife.’  

 ‘Hugo, it’s been too early. Bureaucratic arbitration is              

presumed to be after the issue of our portfolio, Etienne won’t 

move for utilities, but she takes action for financials. You 

know? Her biography is begun by her question to Mr. Perez in 

her childhood, “Daddy, is this your work? It’s going to be 

mine.”                                                                                                            

He was the honored secretary of defense, erased all trace of 

war from the bottom of the barrel, if there had ever been such 

affair.                                                                                                               

Undoubtedly I don’t change our board structure, Mellet joins 

us as W’d Morale & Mellet Private Banking.’ Sanchez.        

‘Do you mean that GFO has been directed to us?’ By Hugo.  

‘Possibly, and Johanna, you have made one mistake, our 

portfolio is not dependent on our target, but we should                 

establish their roles to develop our global future. Our IPO can 

be in the next autumn, on the same day as Fldora’s legendary 

launch two years ago. However, prior to the project, we will                     

organize the risk-free bond portfolio, concomitantly with the 

formal announcement of our acquisition, this is the request 

by… Have you recognized by whom?’ 
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‘Rudo.’ Johanna. 

‘Yes, you are correct, nothing should be spoiled for our          

campaign.’ 
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Under the doomed baseball stadium, W’d Morale Financial 

Fiesta was taken place in the summer, the corporate               

sponsors were entertainment, beverages, textiles, health and 

construction, they were Rudo’s investment partners.      

 Quent as the master of ceremony introduced the special 

guest to the thousands of spectators, Etienne with her                

financial advisers whose tactics, hordes of cheers and             

standing ovation, she stood before the microphone.

 ‘For this magnificent day to all people in this nation, how 

can we be enough to dignify our providence? GFO and National 

Reserve have reached the accord on the imminent IPO                 

between W’d Morale and Mellet as well as the portfolio issue in 

the future, which would be announced today.                                                                               

GDP has been increased plus 150%, inflation rate so far 50%, 

the net export has been reduced because of the surging prices, 

we need action to balance the world economy, but we no longer 

need the conventional method that discourages our financial 

vigor, and I believe, the recent status of our economy                  

definitely enlivens global vigor.                                                   

Shall we be still in the hackneyed bastion that people’s income                 

belongs to national income? No, none can impose such dictate 

on you as your country is yours.’ 
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‘Etienne Perez, the chief representative of the National                   

Reserve. And now, we are with Dieter Sanchez, the chairman 

of W’d Morale.’ Quent.

 Sanchez casted his supremacy in front of the extensive           

screen that displayed the sample portfolio.

 ‘This is the basic structure of our bond portfolio that is         

going to be published with Mellet, our partner for the                     

upcoming deal, let’s imagine that we have already possessed 

our synergy. This financial product is risk free with the                   

inflation premium if the deviation is the risk away from our      

financial trend, no maturity and monthly convertible to the          

ordinary share, our initial interest rate is 35 % that is fairly 

analogous to the average inflation rate for the past two years 

and 15% as the additional yield.                                                                   

Market sentiment no longer concerns you, our aim is to              

transform systematic risk within macroeconomy to our firm 

specific risk because we have the power to solve it as we have 

ever overcome it with you, this can be the challenge, but our 

risk-free portfolio will maintain the feasible potential to be a      

panacea by means of reducing the volatility of social economy 

itself. 

Please look at the screen, it lays out our second product  

that is the well-balanced share portfolio, made of specific            
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numbers of shares within each of its value, the shares of 

Fldora stay in 25%, and this ratio is also for W’d Morale             

Venture Capitals whereas the rest of 50%, this space is going 

to be taken up between the convertible bonds and the                     

entrepreneurs who will offer the newly quoted valuable shares 

on VOLU by Fldora Private Equity.                                                                                                           

You can be flexible for your budget whether you begin your 

trade by exchanging the valuable shares or rather by means 

of mutual funds, in this case, your purchase would be the total 

units.                                                                                                            

Finally we have been planing the issue of our discretionary 

portfolio in the near future, which is cooked up by yourselves, 

the product is market tradable in person with the practical   

feature that you are possible to take the straddled position 

both short and long, you are the buyer, you are the seller, 

don’t worry, the world never end!                                                                                         

I appreciate for your attendance.                                                           

Johanna, the central planner of our risk-free portfolio                    

interprets further detail, she was born in the family that 

owned the grain factory, after her diploma, her career was           

initiated to be with us, here is Johanna Frobisher!’     

‘The certain advantage of our product is to suffice the      

standard sense of benefit, the rates of liabilities are said to be 

counter-cyclical to our economy, and if the moderation is 
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equal to the recession, the calamity would increase with the  

interest rates thus our bonds that consist the risk-free               

portfolio secure your financial status.                                                

Let’s focus on an index portfolio, it reflects the total market 

value in the macro-context nevertheless the market relation 

with micro-economy is easily established, consequently the 

ideal covariance to the entire context is rendered as 0.5, half 

to the prime embodiment to show that the portfolio goes up          

together in 1/2 potential with the major background, this 

strategy will be applied to our risk-free portfolio and 50% of 

the share portfolio.                                                                                                      

We will see the share portfolio that FLDO and WDMO dwell on 

the half portion, the two firms are inelastic, fortify against 

volatility with the risk-free bonds, consequently the double 

shield against downturn is completed.                                                       

Thank you for your participation, our products are buttressed  

by the industrial diversification beside the immense                   

distribution capacity, it is unbeatable against the non-specific 

influence.                                                                                                            

However, in truth even the accidental crisis is predictable, 

such as twenty-four months ahead, as the analyst, I shall            

endeavor to solve the enigma of probabilities, I hope this             

opportunity is to assist your clever decision.                                                                

The binomial tree is now appeared on the screen, the tree         
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signifies the future trend along with time, on your purchase, it 

is at the stage zero, then there is the two projectiles either up 

or down of the share value. Although the variance would bear 

the vulnerable speculation, our sensational idea has                       

diminished the arithmetic complexity to be only 50% by the 

concept that differences of prices and subjective presumptions 

are dispersed to be the determined magnitude, for example, it 

is 2.00 or -2.00 between 2.00 and 4.00, what is the distance 

among them?                                                                                            

The magnitude is treasured by our financial team as well as 

R&D, since the two objects in great extent emit great power 

when they interact.                                                                                

Why do you invest in us? Your reasons protect us from all 

risks. Our progress will be regularly reported, see you then!’                

Massive excitement from the audience, it was a climax when 

the contemporary solo pianist was onstage with the orchestra.                            

 Zholdin was in the gallery with the girl not for the torte 

night, she was crazy for Quent while a sonata flew on the               

piano, he whispered, ‘For the increasing two factors as                  

demand and supply during the electricity peak load, the                

optimal trend is secured and the coordinates are allocated to 

form the upslope 45 degree line, so to speak, the progressive 

two are set in the defined phase of the chart to represent the 
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causal factors, quarter to 180 degree. Does the quarter based 

portfolio serve the perfect ratio?’4 

‘What are you talking about? Do not scratch the beat!’ 
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Twigs were rustled by the sporadic breeze in the inner yard 

that was adjacent to Sanchez’s office, Etienne creaked the 

door with her deputy and the chief of the Central Bank. 

‘The end is, I mean, the culmination that is going to inflict 

on our capital is despicably unkind, Sanchez, are you buying 

up our nations?’                                                                                                      

And her deputy, ‘In truth unemployment rate has declined to 

0.16%, equally expenditure for health care from 35% to 2%,  

defense and security less than 10%. However, the state finance 

has been tremendously dour, the total assets has been $1.156 

trillion, liabilities sieged 86%, furthermore $4.843 trillion has 

been held until maturities whilst the payable has been $2.517 

trillion, this insinuates that the nation would be failed more or 

less 4% risk.’ 

‘The state ownership of our business may reduce a                

hindrance.’ Hugo. 

‘DBEG makes annual restriction on the state sponsorship 

for an enterprise to be less than $30 billion though, we have to 

raise the ceiling as the budget deficit has been increasing to 

$488 billion.’  

‘The golden shares assure the government to be our                 

controller, in the case of leveraged investment, the sovereign 

would deal with the national banks.’ 
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 ‘They are the trustee of Fldora, we can take part in trade as 

well, since the stability of monetary circulation by the market 

participants is reliable.’ The Central Bank. 

‘The operating income of Fldora has been covered by our         

investment to the R&D sector, the free cash flow from their          

financial activities has been enormous, regarding our portfolio 

issue, it will leap off.’ Hugo. 

‘We have to invent the new arithmetic digit to read the             

financial reports of Fldora.                                                                        

The reason of our visit today is not within the negative intent 

against your macroeconomic intervention, but rather we 

would like you to further intensify the activities as I suppose 

that GFO won’t renounce my approach, in fact the domestic        

risk-free rate is the global medium with the currency rate, and 

by the preferred GDP growth, this nation has been at the peak 

of phenomenal development, you know that currencies are 

the amorphous entity under indefinite law, the most is the 

highest or the most is the lowest, but the least can be the        

highest or the least is the lowest. Your portfolios are likely to 

be enough for qualitative affluence by your quantitative                             

certainty.’ Etienne.

‘When it comes to the actual operation, it may appear as the        

criteria of financial economy are much discreet than we have 
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been acknowledged, we have ever tried to establish cohesion 

with them to be our real option.’ Sanchez.

‘However, the status has triggered the necessity to adjust                      

the effect.’ 

‘What is in your mind, Ms. Perez?’  

‘Your portfolio can be the proxy of VOLU, these days even     

elementary schools use “Financial Quo” as their texts, it 

means, the stock trade has obtained the same status as our     

instinctive survival.                                                                            

We have required the alternative way to control interest rates 

as well as money supply. DBEG has made review to publish the 

new tax relief for the income tax on dividends, the                        

independent investors are going to be deducted from 15% to 

12%, the corporate income tax on the specified issuers, such 

as after IPO for three years, is also reduced, their present tax 

rates are discounted by the dividend rates, it would assist 

your aim to encourage the entrepreneurs. Instead, we                      

increase the primary corporate income tax on the existing  

major corporations plus 5% to 10%.’ Etienne.

 ‘Debenture for the state finance is, in our term, secured by 

the national properties because the senior loan has already 

been for the sovereign bonds, but with the fixed rate 20%        

without maturity.                                                                                
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And we would like 10% of FLDO with ten voting rights in each 

share.’ The Central Bank.

 ‘I appreciate, it is good to be heard.’ Said Sanchez. 

However, Hugo, ‘What is the promise of stable monetary       

circulation as you mentioned? In regard to our portfolios, we 

should consolidate the detail.’

 ‘Albeit it can be gradually moulded to be the leveled status,   

your risk-free bond portfolio is begun from 35% and our rate 

can be 20%, if the credit risk requires the risk premium, it 

would effect on the principal, we will also admit the interest 

rate swap between the fixed interest rate and the floating rate, 

exactly I am suggesting the syndicated national bank loans to 

the investors for our future in global scale, the leading bank 

will be the Central Bank, the horizon is determined by each 

borrower, additionally for your contingencies, we offer you the 

general term loan and the revolving line of credit that is             

secured by your assets, maturity is decided by you.’  

 For the risk-free portfolio, the incremental security               

coupons were to be paid semiannually, the market                           

performance that was weirdly formulaic was Sanchez’s               

confidence, their business would grow faster than ongoing       

inflation.    
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4: WDMO & WDMM

   Rudo Trinder whose energetic rise at 5.00 am without an 

alarm clock, the controller on the sideboard was clicked to        

unfurl the clear sky at dawn, he went out for a jog, the                  

two-hundred acres as his pasture encompassed the stately 

home, his rhythmical gallop, vitalized circulation, no sooner 

than he returned to his living room, the recent financial               

affairs were piled on the table.   

   Financial Quo had publicized the IPO between W’d Morale 

and Mellet as “Joint Venture.” The advent of WDMM had been 

celebrated in the mid autumn, the unconditional acquisition 

had been 50% buyout in accordance with the regulation for 

above 35% ownership, the trade floor of VOLU had been            

overwhelmed as ever, the rapid surge of price, the radiant        

billboard had displayed the ticker symbol, WDMM. 

   If truth be told, the entrepreneurs for the valuable shares of 

the portfolio had been nominated by Johanna on the league of 

Fldora Private Equity to be Subsidiary Held (s.d.h) It would be                      

conformance to the Insider Act. The top ten of the latest                

financial results had been weighed by each growth rate,              

inferred the potential of their power to outperform obstinate 
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custom and abstract rule of business, consequently the          

machine and modem manufacturer for the tele-network had 

been elected by votes, Fldora would collaborate with the firm 

to develop F high speed transmission, and it had been ensued 

by the microwave oven industry, the state of the art wave            

technology would contribute to the R&D sector as well.                                                                                           

Needless to say, the rest of the ensemble had been by the                 

remarkable financial bid, the sportswear firm that had been 

the affable partner since the fiesta, the qualified stylists had 

sold the products less than $10, and soap manufacturer whose 

wide range of goods, shampoo to cleaning liquid below $5, 

allergy-free by organic ingredients, the factories had already 

prevailed over the cities.                                                                             

      It was when the morning ray was still obscured by the           

immaculate inherence during the early hours, Rudo was             

further enlivened to see the certificate of new portfolio that 

had been published shortly after the IPO and the risk-free 

bond portfolio, the exponential spur was prodigious with the 

short selling of young consortium, they would advocate the                

individual investors, though Mellet was the main proprietor of 

swashbuckling mutual funds, the legal cap would be quick to 

reach hence spin-offs to rally the scions’ ownership of the            

parental companies.                                                                         

Rudo found the tarnished monochrome photo at the depth of 
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his drawer, the soldiers’ smudgy faces were shone by the 

groaning flame behind, it was mostly treasured, would           

“Charitable Mind” be called to mind...                                                                                                                  
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The chauffeur chimed his doorbell, Rudo reposed on the 

feathery seat to arrive at the monthly meeting with the             

portfolio executives and shareholders, the agenda in the 

autumn finale was the global venture, namely the F                         

international pipeline over the countries with COCYY,                     

including ZOBGA to build the reciprocal market integration. 

 COCYY was the multinational index among the wide             

economic diversity, ranked second to VOLU, COCYY index had 

ever achieved more than 50% of IDUOM in bull, the central 

trade building was located in a cold climate whereas ZOBGA         

under humid, scorching tropical sunlight ergo the reasonable 

utilities would be welcomed by both of them.                                          

Albeit ZOBGA had ever recorded the lowest index in COCYY    

average with their reduced currency value, optimistically the 

hopeful panorama was expectable as the hometown of the          

Energy Research Center. 

 Branden addressed the cross-border project on the open 

statement, ‘... As long as the progressive negotiations for      

necessary exports are succeeded, our capital cost will be                     

estimated in detail.                                                                                 

We have to proceed our research to the next stage, the             

geographical distances between our nation and our partners, 

their topological features, consumer profiles and market 

trends, these can be the balancing factors, for instance, the 
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load disparity will be adjusted over time gap and seasonal 

variation, in fact our interstate facilities can make direct 

transmissions to the lands, the nodal expansions haven’t been 

the hurdle of our R&D sector, technically by the extension of 

the hexagonal meshed network that is accessed to each                 

terminal.                                                                                                    

Our trade offers no tariff, the resource can rely on mutual             

viability because of our operating cost that may sling off                 

inflation hook as well as currency dilemma, if free                   

electricity is merely our phantom, yet our benefit will be              

broadened, cost and risk can be diluted over the world.’ 

‘It will come true, the law of one price, exactly means the 

perfect market but negative sentiment, would it be our goal? 

Mellet would like to announce serial mergers with the banking 

corporations abroad while there has been the auspicious fact 

that the foreign investors have been dominant in the markets, 

since the financial jurisdictions are slacked in several                

countries.                                                                                                       

As for our global trade, the future exchange rate is commonly 

rendered up based on the risk-free rates among us, then it       

connotes the equal currencies to be formed by the present      

exchange rate out of the future rate, the way towards the law 

of one price, indeed we don’t have any volatility, do we? It can 
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be also applied to macroeconomy.’ The representative of MELL 

intoned the comprehensive doctrine.

And Hugo as the chief of the banking sector, ‘However, it has 

been within controversy as the implication to intervene in 

money supply, the currencies would be easily adjusted by                       

controlling our outstanding shares abroad moreover our         

portfolio has already been the state device.’      

‘The law of one price is the law of conservation, the                     

conservation of value… Is this my mistake? And I suppose 

that the consequence of our business has established such         

notion.’ Mellet. 

‘Yes, it has been what we have attained so far, but within the 

stereotypical hypothesis whether we have been hypnotized.                           

Realistically the perpetuity of our market is sustained by            

elasticity, the stock prices are up because of the increased   

buyers and sellers, getting on the bandwagon as well, this logic 

constitutes the efficiency.’   

‘I appreciate for your understanding and shrewd                       

determinacy amidst the tentative financial world, we should 

advance toward the future.                                                                  

We are preparing for our foreign bonds, these will be promptly           

followed by the option of currencies, this time dependent   

strategy would be parallel to the global publication of our               
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portfolio, but we require some administrative relief for the      

different national immunity.’ 

Would it be known that the foremost financial instrument 

was elapsing time itself until here and there on the fraction 

eliminated each other, it would be someday in equilibrium as 

though there had ever been no change at all.  
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5: FTM 1  

     

   After the end of previous year, Hugo’s retirement was                

coincided with the joyful celebration for Rodell and his future 

wife, Yolanda also as his secretary, he was promoted to the 

head of banking sector.

   ‘I have been surely assured for our propitious corporation 

that is the worldwide vista, of course I will be the strategic 

partner henceforth.’ Hugo left his valediction. 

   Besides the pivotal reshuffle was manifest when Etienne    

visited W’d Morale with the man whose red nose and stocky 

stature, she introduced him, ‘Mr. Lapin sits for the first               

position of the Central Bank from this year, you may                    

acknowledge him as the former CEO of the major national 

bank, trustee of Fldora.’

   ‘I have been even curious for our inflated economy without 

an anxiety, our sluggishness wouldn’t be the hinge albeit 35% 

of our bonds are going to be matured by the end of this year 

and we can’t be optimistic about the renewals.’ Mr. Lapin.                  
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 ‘The shrewd approach to exigencies makes superior effect 

with the growth of state finance.’ Johanna. 

 ‘Causality of deficit is vary, but if the resolution is           

guaranteed with the divergence, there would be no status as a 

deficit. Our leverage is substantial, not unexpectedly it is   

structured for the most of it, utterly reasonable and beneficial 

to the lenders, but in this context, we have experienced a 

plight and it has been when the people have had no longer 

faith in sovereign bonds.’ Etienne. 

‘Munificence has been proved, since our entrepreneurs 

have been nestled under DBEG for the deducted tax to make 

free cash flows that are the bountiful sustenance except the 

fact that they are about to expand their nests, I shall secure 

my sector for certain continuity.’ Rodell insisted on his                      

provision. 

‘The probable deficit 30% can be offset by 20% of WDMM, it 

will be our mutual advantage.’ Lapin.                                                             

And Etienne, ‘You have established the spectacular corporate 

empire, but reality has been under the queer illusion as the         

agglomeration of private business nonetheless it is precisely 

the centralization of the world as though the centralization by 

the private capital, no exaggeration at all, the international 

trade has been dealt as the territorial maneuver, for example, 
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10% of Fldora would succumb to the one with 15%, mutual 

funds have built the sectorial pyramids in the countries, it 

may alter the structures of authorities by the hierarchies of        

voting rights and ownerships.                                                                                        

Prior to the global issue of your portfolio, the single products                

have already flooded over the markets in each currency, even 

so, the diminishing gaps have prevented GFO to intervene, 

your foreign bonds are allowed to be published.’   

‘Our general board will hold a plebiscite to decide on the          

proposal, 20% WDMM.’ Johanna.

 ‘Our global portfolio will be secured with the bonds as long 

as the sovereign rates are normal, the discretionary portfolio 

is going to be advocated by their domestic national banks for           

leverage. Our mutual funds enable the dissolution of                   

insuperable pyramids.                                                                          

The pulp papers never annoy people when everybody doesn’t 

bother $200 milk per bottle.’ By Sanchez.  
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The overseas itinerary was fastidiously scheduled for  

Rodell and Yolanda for the discretionary portfolio that would 

be globally issued in the end of next autumn, they drove 

through the capital city amidst the spiral architecture,                  

extensive squares and cobble stones, these were gradually         

reduced to the transmission poles and towers with the          

cross-border terminals over the mountainous terrain and 

coastline in the suburban area, ‘There have been seldom the 

wires that we can see, F has contributed to the central area, 

our domestic infrastructure has been still under construction, 

it will produce the ice cubes. Our employment has increased, 

we spend time for leisure outside in this mild winter.’ The         

executive of COCYY. 

‘The currency value of this state has been strengthened,  

$1= 0.5 to 0.9, incredible growth.’ Yolanda. 

‘Stability and equilibrium promise the unified destiny  

among nations, our index has been also the burgeoning factor 

of our economy, the subsidiaries of WDMM consist 90% of our 

market proxy, for instance, the investment banks, they hold 

several firms, including the private utilities with F, we shall 

catch up IDUOM, but it has been the race of bulls.’  

‘Our discretionary portfolio will diversify the industries,  

specifically commodities, the independent valuable shares will 
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boost viability for our daily lives as well as the strategic                

investors for our R&D joint venture as our entrepreneurs            

include the manufacturers of tele-network and wave                      

technology.                                                                                            

Our portfolio has been the market proxy of VOLU, reached the 

perfect correlation 1, risk can be modified for our resolution.’ 

Rodell.                                                                                                                                                                                   

  The car was parked before the summer villa on a plateau,                

it was owned by Mr. Ramsey, the partner of WDMM, executive 

of the local bank, his genealogy belonged to the grand tycoon 

of yore, the classical oil canvases on the wall of sumptuous       

living room depicted the agrarian landscapes, ‘Old peasants 

went over the sierra for the better yield, we are pleased to           

welcome you, Rudo is our far-relative, our ancestors initiated 

the financial business, they were the original investors in         

COCYY.’  

‘As we discussed on the way, our recent currency rate and 

market performance have led the growth of our national               

interest rate, above 20%, roughly equal to your erstwhile             

domestic rate.’ The market official. 

‘We offer our clients brokerage borrowing to buy our shares 

and yours, the interest tax shield is applicable to an                      

individual, it means that the earnings from the leveraged              
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investments are endowed with the deduction, so to speak, 

ZOBGA is under the flexible regulations as well.                                                                                                         

Did you see our constructions? Our state capital assures         

worthy depreciation, thanks to our ancestors, the antique 

value has never been subject to the mandatory report.’                

Mr. Ramsey.

‘How do you speculate the administrative response to our 

portfolio?’ Rodell. 

‘Traditionally we don’t distinguish between governmental                              

profit and individual profit, our nation organizes system and 

policy for us, in other words, the state belongs to us, I know  

that your firm has saved the failed sovereign bonds, 30%.’  

‘The purchase has been 20% of WDMM by the government.’      

‘Then 10% golden shares have been held by the Central 

Bank as the state capital.’ 

‘Exactly.’  

‘Financial implication often doesn’t influence on actual         

conduct and performance in the future... Am I spoiling this       

opportunity for our recreation? My son is going to be the next                

candidate to be the national leader.’  
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The south western sunlight stirred the sweltering air, it was 

the final destination of the couple, the favorable global project 

had already been evident in where the skyscraper of the              

Energy Research Center thrust out to the upper hemisphere, 

‘You are the pioneer of engineering.’ Rodell praised the                

supremacy.

‘Our index has fallen behind but any depression, it would be 

partly due to our low retention rate whereas the efficiency has 

been practical and swift for the inventions.                                                     

Have you found that all business and public places in our            

country are monitored by the surveillance cameras with the 

voice recording mechanism to enforce confidentiality of the           

technological information that is kept by the Center, for our 

life, precisely for our truth?                                                               

However, our financial laws have been regulated within liberal           

tendencies, especially for foreign trade and mutual fund, there 

has been no legal cap, in fact approximately 60 % of our              

market has been consisted of our overseas partners, the             

Energy Research Center has been owned by state and            

private institutions so that your discretionary portfolio will be                       

accessible to the extensive domain.’ The market                             

representative of ZOBGA.  

 While the vehicle entered into the capacious premises, the                

gigantic white edifice emerged, the identifications were             
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thoroughly checked before the gate, the administrator of the 

Center accompanied them for the instruction, ‘The site 

spreads over 750 acres, including tenement blocks for our                  

employees with grocery stores, hair salons, pharmacies, etc, 

some part of the central building has been under restoration 

for a few years, we are going to visit where F was originally        

experimented.’  
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In the evening, they were invited to ZOBGA exchange         

market, the plain ten storey building, the tele-network system 

had been recently renovated with the import modems that 

had been manufactured by the firm of the portfolio, as the 

regulatory news service was begun on the ground floor, they 

went downstairs where the private lounge was.    

‘Our discretionary portfolio is adjustable to the state                     

immunity thus tremendous influence over the national           

economy, I wonder how your government would react.’ Rodell.   

‘We don’t have any control over the individual wealth, our              

government embodies the system of organizations that are led 

by the Energy Research Center, we are out of plutocracy.’      

‘On our return, to what extent shall I reveal about ZOBGA?’

‘All of them. We have the surveillance sectors in the Center, 

the licensed experts organize the conduct and each division is 

under each commander, but even the one is limited to know 

the whole, for instance, the commander A for the network A to 

inspect b, c, d whom are responsible for monitoring the                 

specific regions, correspondingly the network B under the B 

nevertheless the A and the B are also under scrutiny not to 

communicate each other, their reports are individually 

brought to the security authority without governmental                

intervention for the lawbreakers to be arrested.’
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‘The transmission technology was firstly acquired by              

Neocum and our investors took part in it.’    

‘We have many clients abroad, they usually recognize the 

project cancellation beforehand thus they offer purchase as it 

is legally admitted in terms of trade and profit.’  
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6: FTM 2  

 

   Imminent autumn was whiffed when Kurtis was released 

from the sultry office by the side of window, he was on the 

phone, ‘However, 30% would be a mortal deficit.’ 

   ‘Our diva has been absent, all spotlights have been absorbed 

by Mr. Lapin alone.’ Quent. 

   ‘The guy sweated frequently.’ 

   ‘I have been utterly impossible to make appointment with 

him for our private interview.’ 

   ‘Shall I be with you to question him how he would react to 

the drastic gossip that our nation would be going broke?’ 

   ‘As a tip journalist, I don’t suppose that merely 30% would 

trigger the state bankruptcy, the point is, they have got 30% of 

the immortal monopolies for our maintenance.’     

   ‘It would be only as a placebo.’ 

   ‘Our sophisticated simplicity is regarded as elegance as long 

as the participants can earn.’   
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‘Someday our inflated state would be too big to stay on the 

Earth, our finance needs our future.’   

‘You have got a better head, Kurtis.’

‘Thank you, I may believe your wit. The agency cost for               

insolvency is more or less 5 % of the total assets, and our   

charitable nation for our continuity is for her liabilities that 

are well-nigh permanent, the principal payment is usually                  

made by means of new debts.’    

‘It is re-organization or pre-pack in the case of a                         

corporation, the function would be maintained by the              

submission to the court, taking a vote on the rights of the           

creditors whom hold the equities.’    

‘Am I correct that 10% is the government golden shares of 

Fldora and 20% is WDMM, 10% has been secured by the               

national assets for their leveraged purchase, specifically the 

regulated utilities out of FLDO, which have been paltry... 

20%... That’s all right to be...’  

‘Kurtis?’  

‘Is there any problem of it? The Takeover Code states, more 

than 35% buyout should be 50%. Has it been sorely my              

pessimistic miscomprehension?                                                              
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Anyway the enigma of our civilization has been how                   

probability can be reckoned but frenzy.’  

The Sun was about to set into the horizon, the TV screen in 

his office blinked that his fellow whom he had talked on the 

phone just before faced to the viewers for the special                

broadcast of Finance of Your World.

‘The global portfolio is going to be published earlier than the 

original plan due to Mr. Perez whom has been admitted to the 

intensive care unit. We will invite the three executives, Rudo 

Trinder, the CEO of Fldora, Dieter Sanchez, the chairman of 

W’d Morale and Johanna Frobisher...’ 

 Kurtis contacted the office upstairs in order to obtain the 

entrance permission to the studio. 

‘Mr. Perez is… I have ever been evinced by his proclamation 

that the prosperous nation is his hope and we are his people 

whom yearn for his recuperation.’ Rudo. 

‘Has there been any difficulty for the urgent preparation, 

Sanchez?’ By the presenter. 

‘It has been our affordable encounter as the registration has 

been finished, we will initially undertake the domestic issue of 

our discretionary portfolio.’     
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‘The worldwide interest in your portfolio has exhibited the 

unprecedented excitement.’

‘Yes, each national proficiency can be fully viable.                                                                                                                  

The recent products of the banking sector have demonstrated 

the collective harmony, such as Mr. Lapin’s counsel to the          

national banks.’ Johanna. 

‘The health insurance and the student loan, these are                

virtually equivalent to the social security.’ Quent. 

‘We will distribute these products overseas with our           

risk-free mortgage that encourages purchases of foreign                 

properties.’ 

And Rudo, ‘I should reveal our future then. We are going to 

procure our investors’ legal privilege, since we must fortify 

ourselves, considering the state deficit, in fact goodwill is the 

global capital possessed by everyone, our risk is dispersed by 

the universal consolidation till the hazard becomes zero, our 

shareholders will be entitled to the borderless entries to the 

countries where we have trade.’  

‘It’s revolutionary!’   

‘It is based on our idea why the boarders have existed, for 

defense and security, the identities of foreigners have to be  
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certified nevertheless our shareholders guarantee themselves 

much than the conventional bureaucracy.’ 
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The presenter and the guests were faded out on the screen, 

Zholdin was in the canteen, flapped the operation manual, due 

to the technical malfunction on the day, none was allowed to 

leave the place while the inspectors from the R&D were            

overhauling the system. 

It had been in the afternoon, one of the operators had 

pointed his monitor, “Look at this!” 

ERROR had been manifest on the blackened monitor              

instead of -1, 0, 1...

F risk potential less than 0.001% that had been almost 

equal to the worldwide catastrophe, after for an hour, the            

inspectors had been chartered to the control room when the 

machine had already been restored to the formulaic function,                   

-1, 0, 1...

“Please continue your task, we shall examine the central 

system.”                                                                                                     

Marcelo had been upright next to the chief inspector, he had 

been recognized by everyone since he had ever been with           

Kurtis on TV.

‘To the operators, return to the control room!’                                              

The assertive tone from the speaker, swiftly the men thronged 

to his work though, Zholdin dallied a little as his habit, he 

wouldn’t be shoved among the crowd, he turned back at his 
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own whim, his canteen girl had gone, she had left there in the 

summer, “My family has bought our house abroad and I will 

work by the seaside.” 

“Wow, you are much willful than I have known you.” 

“Yes, I will.”                                                                                             

In truth the majority was no more subdued for a living as 

enough fortunes were secured from cradle to grave, the              

constant progress of shares, unbeatable, unbroken, perhaps  

infinite, “Just Buy It!” It had ever been the cartoon on the    

Sunday paper nevertheless they were loyal to routine, they 

would select $100 milk bottle rather than $200 because they 

would be always with it, equivalently Zholdin hobbled towards              

the control room where all operators huddled up, it was at 

9.21pm. 

 Marcelo read out the file, ‘The failure of the system               

happened at 14.12 on the day, the distribution monitor               

displayed ERROR instead of normal performance,                      

subsequently our inspection began at 15.21, the result of our 

examination is as follows: External flaws, none, internal flaws, 

none, monitoring imperfections, none, disturbances on                      

generation, transmission and distribution, none, the potential 

of recurrence is within the defined probability that is less than 

0.001%.’     
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 The fluorescent streams from the lofty lamps were                     

permeating through the parking area over 500 acres, black  

asphalt and neat squares for automobiles were sorely                     

irradiated in equanimity, the distant transmission poles with 

the red indicators over the turnpike, the indigo firmament              

behind, there was nothing to disturb Zholdin’s lame skip, his 

leg was too encumbered to catch up Marcelo whom got on his 

car thereafter Zholdin pounced on the side-window that was 

about to be pulled up, ‘Mr. Lambert! Mr. Lambert! I know you, 

you were my tutor in the Energy Research Center in that            

summer, several years ago, I got my holiday to take part in the 

seminar, you were introduced as the original inventor of F.’   

‘I may remember.’  

‘However, to be honest, I was disappointed because I had           

expected to learn about F, but your lecture was all for the            

pioneering project of city development, sheer pointless like 

this, “Let’s imagine the roulette-like circular object exists in 

our subject area, it is divided by the sectors, such as 3/360        

degree that maintains each 120 degree, it embodies the               

regional characteristics, then how the optimal region would 

be. As you find that the neighboring areas tend to share some 

traits ergo we shall increase pros by the mutual integration 

and cons can be diluted to be gradually abated. The process is 

implemented with this barometric device, for example, the    
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sector 1 slightly rotates to cover the sector 2, accordingly the 

essence of the 1 is mixed with the 2, it ultimately eradicates 

all cankers, by this way we are able to create a holistic             

paradise as the synchronized diversification…”’  

‘It was not by me, I suppose that my lecture was sufficient.’   

‘Ah… That was a mystery out of my memory, sorry, I         

apologize for my mistake.’ 

‘No. I never mind.’    

‘Wait, just let me please.’ 

‘Sure.’ 

‘How can I work for our R&D?’ 

‘You have to pass the examination, it is conducted in             

January.’  

‘What do you think? Does my bad leg affect the work?’   

‘I suggest that you can be allocated to monitoring, you will 

record the results, thousands of times for each project as we 

have ever done for F, I hope to see you soon in our sector.’  
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7: FTM  3  

   GFO annual assembly was held in the headquarter, the              

classical building as the senate house, majestic nobility was 

lastingly ordained but decrepitude over the extensive cobble 

stones.

  The main entrance was secured by the iron latch that was 

grasped by the lion statures, the guards stood before the            

portal in the icy winter, this location was where the COCYY 

trade building was immediate, the vicinity had already been                 

occupied by the newsmen in order to report the substantial 

plenum since six in the morning, yet they didn’t recognize the 

attendances, apparently the quorum of GFO was consisted of 

only the proxy members from each country, so did Quent, he 

eased his fatigue with a cup of coffee at 2.00 pm.                                                                          

  ‘Mr. Perez got out from the intensive care half an hour ago. 

The guards have opened the gate!’ 

 There were the five male delegates on the stony porch, they 

were as though the staunch columns that advocated the              

portico over them.

 ‘Is the quorum only five?’ 
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‘Has the assembly been finished? What was the agenda?’ 

The storming questions were ignored by the aligned grimaces,             

but one of them stepped forward, made exaggerated gesture 

that the fingers formed a cross over the one’s lips. 

‘Should we be barely warned for a spurious taboo?’ By 

Quent nonetheless they vanished into the colossal hulk.   
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 ‘Is it for his fashionable outfit? He is very catchy.’ Nelson 

was in his living room, watching the news program, he had              

been an outpatient since the last Christmas.

‘Quent?’ Branden whose sight on the brochure for a new 

residence abroad.                                                                                        

In truth this winter holiday was nothing special for him as the 

senior board director of Fldora, such as the occasional                     

attendance of board meeting despite of the extraordinary 

growth, the revenues from the financial activities yielded         

fortunes with ample liabilities, whether the firm had taken a 

solemn pledge with civilization since the genesis of monetary 

transaction, because of the issued global portfolio in the last 

autumn, the extensive dispersion was reducing the risks, the 

participative countries were assimilated each other except the 

outlandish ambition with the commercial papers that brought 

the carnivorous trend to purchase the shares of Fldora and 

W’d Morale whilst the subsidiary banks of WDMM, they were 

absorbing the sectorial pyramids as if the entire destinies of 

nations had ever been immaculately prepared to get on the 

forthcoming wave.
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 Even though the insinuative climate was announced by 

GFO, during the anniversary season, the people were           

sauntering avenues for their frolic shopping sprees under the           

festoons. 

 However, for Zholdin, this cacophonous period was sorely 

to pursue his new career in the R&D thus he had retreated 

from his job when the canteen had been adorned with                

shimmering ornamentations and special meals as there would 

be no rest for utilities throughout a year. 

 It was the latter of January, he was sitting for his papers 

for two and half an hour, his exam identification number, 1621 

that he had received after the long queue, to be honest the        

duration was enough for him to write up about F within 30              

minutes, yet the second topic was utterly attractive. 

“The amount of power usage usually depends on the         

consumer activities, what they are doing as well as what 

they are going to do under the specified physical                         

environment, for instance, the status of insulation.                 

The cost effective lighting has the sensory function, it         

automatically controls the degree of usage. By this                    

operation, the load profile can be regulated and it                   

determines supplies, advantageously maintains capital of 

our industry. Suggest the project detail of cost effective 
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lighting with your theoretical idea of its mechanism, how it 

is produced.”  

 1621:Introduction: The development of utilities has  

hugely contributed to improve our lives, it evinces both                  

physical and mental reform, we strengthen conscious and will 

in order to maintain progress and optimistic prospect to                  

advance.                                                                                                      

On this macro-analysis of human inherence to be on the               

degree day, I refer to the fundamental structure of the             

classical equipment, a polygraph that has been still                        

underestimated with the applied science of F.  

 Polygraph and Cost effective lighting: The essential logic 

of polygraph is recognized as the perception of human pulse in 

flux, the pulse represents the neuronal activities of the brain 

that is considerably influenced by the emotional status, it is   

appeared as electric signal and waveform. Since all electric         

signals are converted to the binary configuration, such as 1 

(false) 0 (true) on the monitor, there has been no necessity to 

rely on the old indicator that draws the internal fluctuation 

per se.                                                                                                          

The false or true statement is in the case of our new project           

applied to discern our consumer behavior under the specified 

physical and mental status whether the one requires higher 
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usage.                                                                                                           

Indeed my binary logic with the fore-mentioned theory which 

is by way of decoding the synaptic potential is that our speech 

is basically defined as the positive + action along with the time 

vector towards the future, and decay is minus -, this                    

consideration is objectively comprehended with the echoing 

voice, consequently if true is shown, the two vectors go                    

toward the opposite direction each other, make balanced zero, 

but if the one is telling a lie, the result shows the positive sign 

because there is no such realistic time that would have come 

in the mind of false confessor hence it is surmised as [t||u] =0, 

if and only if t=u.5

 Applied science of F: The irradiation of phosphorescent 

light for the generation process of F is effective to produce the 

cost effective lighting, regarding the fact that it is the source 

of electricity, induces the electromagnetic field.                                  

The practical mode of operation that is based on a polygraph 

is, the speaker is phosphoresced during the communication as 

the safety test of the light has been proved with F, the                   

configuration equipment shows data by the captured neuronal 

particles that have the opposite charge to the emission beyond 

the corporeal boarder, additionally semiconducting material is 

ideal for the receptor.                                                                                    

Finally the sensory function is the crucial primacy of this            
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project and the further detailed analysis of the receptor is                 

discussed with an ethical issue in the next section.   

 Preservation of mind and ethical justification: Mind is 

considered as energy thus if it is transformed to either liquid 

or solid, even gas, it is preservable in the cryogenic                         

refrigerator. The receptor is connected to the freezer and the 

ejector is set, dispenses the ice cube that contains energy 

which is captured from the speaker, it is analogous to a           

vending machine hence our extensive examination is possible 

without the subject anytime.                                                                   

For the cost effective lighting, it is developed into the                 

automated system accessed to mind and desire moreover the 

statistical data project, if the equipment is with the function to 

input pertinent environment as well as usage pattern whether 

it is switched on or the level is altered.                                                                                                          

The sensory function is compared with the voice recognition 

and visual presentation of modern polygraph, yet for the cost 

effective lighting, the result is on or off (0,1) up or down (0,1) 

the total usage with the external factors is the outcome                

besides the communication is attainable between consumer 

and electrical equipment so that the engineers monitor the           

figures that are solved by the formulaic operation.  
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 Additional discussion on the binary representation:                                                                         

*The cost effective lighting (0,1) (on, off) or (up, down)                       

*The polygraph (0,1) (true, false)                                                               

Off = False = 1.                                                                                                

If the consumer is telling a lie regardless of the programmed 

status that is going to turn on electric equipment.                                                                                                

Although the discussion is supposed beyond the scope of my 

papers, it is the most of my interest for the project because of 

electricity as the key source within the enclosed space.   
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Zholdin spent the lunch break in library until he was called 

to enter the conference room where there were the                          

interviewers.

 ‘As you have already worked for our operation sector, the 

course of procedure to be with us shall be within one month.’ 

‘My pleasure, I will visit the admin on Monday, is there any 

difficulty due to my leg?’ 

‘Not at all, observation and report are prioritized during the 

initial stage. Anyway I concern whether the idiosyncratic      

aspect of your writing is merely because of your immaturity?’

Subsequently the other examiner intervened, ‘Mr. Sigfred, I 

am the chief of our preparatory division, and I can’t obscure 

my skeptic attitude toward a polygraph for the reason of my 

hypothesis that what the confessor says is surely what is          

going to be. Are we impossible to tell a lie?’  

‘Even so we would experience the perverted track, it is        

possible to suppose that there is our precise path because of 

the tangent with the perverted track, this idea can be applied 

to the machine as the law of our lives.’  

‘How can we know which one is our real passage?’  

‘There is a celling thus there is a trough, celling to trough, 

trough to ceiling, it is the real passage.’  
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 ‘Indeed... Your papers involve ethical arbitration, for                  

instance, how can we protect our consumers’ privacy? The          

usage pattern would eventually disclose the financial status.’   

‘I hope that our indulgence in technological advancement 

never transgress jurisprudence to guarantee our                       

consumers’ safety and privacy. Only God knows how much we 

have.’ 

‘It should be. We are grateful to be with you.’ 
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When Zholdin left the R&D, it was about to be at dusk, 

would he ignore inexplicable euphoria for the sufficient result 

though, no sooner than he got on his car, the financial news on 

the radio embarked upon atypical quarrel. 

‘Hyperinflation stimulates people’s sense of value for both 

money and goods, unless we get tired of finance.’        

‘You are too abstract to grasp the nub of our topic, let’s 

make things clear... Fldora would be a chimera, we have been 

carrying a bucket of sand next to next to assemble the                       

enormous sand castle.’   

‘Would you peck at the sarcastic gossip, the egalitarian          

mirage that has belonged to our recognition?’ 

‘However, it is rather for our survival, to what extent it 

would influence...’ 

‘Kurtis, we shouldn’t yet be bewildered…’

‘Here is my recent interview with Rudo whom spoke about 

his career and establishment. Would the mirage be sorely our                      

delirium?’  

 It was just when Zholdin steered the wheel to pass through 

the narrow lane in the suburban area, inevitably the pedal 

was attenuated with the charisma’s voice...
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 “As I realized my lineage, I asked myself how the inherited 

capital would contribute to our people, since our generation 

would promise to recover the infinite value from nought to the 

highest, you know that a system of barter during the upheaval  

of our ancestral era would signify the fundamental essence of           

exchange. The legacy of our progenitors was the assets under 

their former government.”      

‘Our recent headline about Rudo’s retirement, who would be 

the new CEO? Branden?’ 

‘Has there been any necessity for Fldora to be organized                          

as a corporation? Rudo frequently visits Sanchez these days.’  

‘It’s a paradox, the entity that is not deemed as business 

can’t be acquired or…’      

 For a moment, the horrible sensation as a quake seized 

Zholdin, the destroyed bumper, miserable blinker and                    

bespattered debris of headlights against the railings, he 

gripped Driver’s Rescue, his gallop to the public phone                

without the bandy leg.        
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8: FTM  4

    Humid afternoon amidst a laden atmosphere, albeit it              

occasionally drizzled, Kurtis strolled the park in the                    

residential area, scrubby woods and foliage were accessed to 

the bushy hillock, encompassed the open field where was                

vivacious with the families nevertheless the population of the 

country had been reduced to half since the previous year, as if 

they were prescribed the phantasmagoric elixir, Fldora           

emancipated society from all malaise, peace and permanence, 

the halcyon sentiment rather prevailed nowadays.                                                                                                 

Meanwhile his wrist watch showed 3.00 pm when he had an                                              

appointment, returned to his car.

    ‘This is Kurtis.’

   ‘What would you like to know?’ 

   ‘Fldora has rejected the rumor that W’d Morale would                   

acquire the firm as the R&D has earned a behemoth fortune, is 

this correct?’    

‘You have been informed too much, I am Pavel, Pavel Ebner, 

the chief of preliminary division, but I often supervise the 

whole process of invention. Our new project is the cost                
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effective lighting and it can be developed into free-electricity 

under the perfect automation by the formulated usage that       

follows the consumer behaviors.’      

‘It has been frequently mentioned by Branden.’  

‘Yes, he has been. Perhaps our board will consent to my 

press association and the technical detail will be dispatched to 

you.’ 

‘Can you talk on my program?’  

‘I don’t have time for it.’    

‘When will you be free?’ 

‘After one month or a few months.’  
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Pavel finished the phone, the Sun began to appear,                        

aggravated the stultifying office, he left to the auditorium. 

 ‘It’s been like this and I will reset it, see, again like this.’ 

The engineer grumbled on the pinned microphone. 

‘The rate of flaw has been only 2% furthermore the               

polygraph is the supplementary devise, there is no reason for 

us to be suspended, we will proceed to the cost effective               

lighting, since the integrated potency may diminish our 

glitch.’ Marcelo from the observatory.

 ‘Is it certain? Although it has inflicted only on this machine 

out of fifty others, this is the fundamental issue whenever                 

the machine has got the power-on.’ The engineer.

‘You are correct, but strangely enough, the defect has been 

observed sorely for today.’ Marcelo. 

 In the spell of uncanny hush, the engineer was suddenly 

alarmed by the blackened monitor whereas the survived             

machines were spewing out odd binary as if a paranoiac bout,  

a gush of panic ensued, Zholdin sidled to the displays. 
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In the evening on the day, the members of R&D were               

confined in the conference hall. 

‘I suggest that our revision should focus on the project   

structure itself, why it has been divided into two units? We 

won’t actually release the polygraph.’ Marcelo. 

‘However, the receptor is our basic equipment, it owes the 

primary function of cost effective lighting, not the marginal  

devise.                                                                                                       

The obstruction has been definitely caused by static in the air, 

the tensed electric charge by the one’s neuronal activity of the 

brain as soon as the one is destined to turn on the switch, 

which is followed by the physical action within the short         

duration, realistically our artificial dendrite resembles the                       

transformer, the power is controlled by the spins of wired 

core, needless to say, we have already overcome the                       

superfluity by means of the designated filter, our receptor is 

made of the micro sponge hence the excessive voltage is 

hooked up and bounced out of it nonetheless static as the           

medium has been the unbeatable impediment.’ Pavel.

‘The fact is that the function of our filter depends on the        

perceptive capacity, the naked range has been roughly 0.5 

square miles, all right then, we will investigate the polygraph.’            

Marcelo. 
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It was at 3.00 am when the electricity usage was mostly          

reduced, the terminal nodes in the district were suspended for 

one minute, the communication was throughly exchanged 

from generator to distributor, everything was elapsed so            

rapidly in stark darkness.

‘On!’

‘Error.’

‘On!’

‘Error.’ On, error, on, error… 

‘Is this binary string completely random? It sometimes          

displays 1000001, 1000001.’ Zholdin.

‘Let’s go out, let us out, you shall stay alone in this room, 

take snapshots of the screen.’   

1000001, 1000001, 1000001, 1000001…                                           

A flash, a flash, a flash of his camera, correspondingly                   

luminosity was recovered on his final shot, darkness ended... 

Darkness! Would it be a chance for a lie to be true?  
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The weekend was serene, distant from hustle and bustle of 

the R&D, his alarm clock was at 9.00 am when Zholdin raised 

himself in his bed, flapjacks and maple sirup, afterwards he 

was with the archaic book, history of code technology was         

confided in it, would it reveal none except that cryptography 

had been the prohibited subject during the upheaval as Rudo’s 

speech what so ever, yes, exactly Driver’s Rescue hadn’t              

arrived for three hours, his car had been consigned to the junk 

yard, what would he regret even then? He turned on TV,          

Branden was zoomed up.                           

‘There has been no more reason for us not to accept                

W’d Ventures’ takeover.’ 

‘We will attain the cosmological value with the most beloved              

corporation, this is the evidence of our charity.’ Sanchez.                                                                      

The camera was switched to the VOLU trade floor, the                    

upsurging price on the billboard, the dealers were handling 

the task with the state of the art high-speed modems.

‘They have achieved 60% plus.’ Quent was feverish.  

 He hurriedly pulled up denim trousers, limped out to the 

bus station.  
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‘Has our project been abolished? We are acquired by 

WDMO...’ Zholdin whose stony face despite of his shares that 

rocketed off. 

‘It has been in progress, but we have determined that we 

would take for several years, you are correct to be here,           

Marcelo left our place.’ Pavel. 

‘Why?’ 

‘As he appointed himself to be responsible for the external 

involvement. Under the safety law, our black-start capability 

should be within three seconds, but we took for one minute.’ 

‘There was the permission!’  

‘For the reason of urgent necessity regardless it was                     

reprimanded later owing to inadequacy as an urgent, we have 

missed the significant person.’  

It was the mid afternoon, on his return that Zholdin was             

obsessed by the culmination though, no sooner than he 

reached the door, the bell rang on the phone, prompted him to 

almost stumble.

   ‘Hello… Yes, I am… I know you, I listen to your radio... I 

will be there after 5.00 pm, but I may need the approval to 

meet you… Marcelo… From him?’       
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9: FTM 5

   The machines in the vivarium monotonously underwent the 

experimental criteria, Zholdin ticked the boxes of the                         

assessment papers whenever those passed through the sensor         

until he came to a halt.

  ‘We have to gather up in the dining hall.’    

  Later on they watched the TV agape, the billboards in VOLU, 

the renowned tickers on the wide screens, WDFL, WDMM, 

WDFL (EQ) were rolling down from the summits as though the 

Earth was crumbled into pebbles, well-nigh vying each other 

to be the champion of catastrophe beyond nothing. 

  ‘Horrible extravagance, are we falling from the Sun? It has 

been since noon, the majorities are dumping the shares...’ 

Quent. 
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 (At 18.21, September) 

The capricious evening was little crispy, his fine grey silk 

shirt with an indigo tie was reflected over the glossy carpet of 

VOLU, Zholdin went through the foyer among the jumbling 

mass to the elevator that swished to the higher floor, the 

starry vista was on the grass pane. 

‘Good evening, sir, are you for…?’ 

‘Kurtis.’   

‘He will arrive for a few minutes, what shall we get you, 

drink or a cigar at first?’     

‘I can’t be so much fuddled, but I may enjoy some alcohol.’ 

‘Vermouth on the rock with a carafe, everyone loves it.’ 

‘Great to meet you, Mr. Sigfred.’ 

‘You are Quent!’ 

‘Yes, I am. Kurtis granted me this opportunity to be with 

you, that’s his way for our days. Can I have same and he may 

need another?’ 

‘Did Marcelo give him my papers?’ 

‘I don’t know, but they have been getting along each other 

since the interview.                                                                            

This is what I like! Vermouth as a spicy bouquet.                                      
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After Marcelo left the R&D, he told Kurtis that deviation 

would be abnormal in terms of science as well, a stream of       

energy is distributed by the recurrent equal power.’ 

‘However, equivalent existences are culminated in one             

mortal weakness.’

‘Nobody kills products.’ 

‘I hope so as long as they don’t have a mind that perceives           

elapsing time thus inertia, utterly identical at all nevertheless 

we have been progressed since noon... If you prefer.’                                     

‘Does the life bore you? I just don’t take up what I don’t 

want to while I am with vermouth and I would like some dish, 

or we would go senile, going mad. I will serve, we will crack ice 

by ourselves, it takes for a few minutes until we savor it to           

realize the elapsed time.                                                                             

See this, the pulp absorbs our soul.’

‘I appreciate, sir.’                                                                                   

‘Marcelo passed this videotape to Kurtis, we can watch it, is 

this you?’ 

‘Yes, I told my boss what I had discovered on the faulty 

screen.’  

‘I’ll reverse it back to when you mentioned something to 

your boss.’ 
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‘I asked him if it had been random.’   

‘Because of 1000001on the screen, you were left in the 

room, then 1000001, 1000001…                                                         

Marcelo discovered the peculiar habit that 1000001 had              

always appeared two seconds before, whenever you had been 

going to react.’ 

‘Whether it would be sorely the formulaic pattern of my         

intuition...’      

‘Why have we still kept our fortunes? It’s gonna be a petty 

craft. Do you need a cab?’       

‘If there is. Z will return to A in terms of alphabet, but “a” 

signifies negation as well, such as atypical, asocial... How can I 

return without a cab?’ 

‘There has been a cab until midnight.                                                                

Those are the gleaming indices systematically up and down     

regardless the light itself is not defined as one countable             

existence.’  

‘Can you see my leg? I have been destined to sit for                     

electricity. See you, I will watch you, Quent!’      

‘Perhaps and you should keep this videotape.’ 

‘Excuse me, sir, the car is ready outside.’   

‘Can I have a bottle of water?’
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‘Certainly.’ 
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The brisk zephyr temporally restored him when he got 

down from the cab, clouds in the night sky were floating over 

the hemisphere to promise the next morning, would he be        

consoled in front of the nostalgic gate of the operation           

sector, unexpectedly no guard in the entry booth, he pressed 

the identity code that invited him to the corridor where he 

was allowed to witness the uninhabited space through the         

pellucid partition, the evocative machines alone to perform, 1, 

0, -1… The free electricity (The cost effective lighting) had            

already been distributed. 
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The day broke, Zholdin was at the intersection of turnpikes, 

a sore throat and nauseous shivers endangered the bottom of 

his stomach with the drunken head. On distant highways, the 

passing automobiles were few as if they would vanish into            

different goals.                                                                                            

While the Sun was intensified, he squelched through the boggy 

lane in bushes, as a matter of fact his groggy impulse had          

provoked him into trudging to his hometown, for instance, 

“Dad, have you ever told someone about the remote                         

controller?”     

 It was the chaotic pandemonium in September, cicadas                         

accelerated their shrieks, the empty bottle was trundled down 

from his pocket, the rusty vending machine after his struggle 

displayed Sold Out except a bottle of sparkling water. He              

rummaged around for dollars, and it was when he gave up all 

of his hope, he was haunted by the guy a night before, his             

resonant ditty, Zholdin sat on the bollard, scissors and               

notebook from his briefcase, he whittled the sheet into a               

rectangular piece, wrote $2 thereafter murky clouds besieged 

the sky, a roaring thunderstorm and pelting showers, he was 

soaked from head to heel, ‘S**t!’                                                          

The paper was fragmented into a smudge on the ground,            

concomitantly cicadas were hushed, the twinkling flash was 

visible on the machine, he encroached to thumb Purchase, the 
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bottle clattered to fall onto the slot, he turned the screw-top, 

immediately the fizzy bubbles were burst out until it exposed 

the vain emptiness, ‘S**t!’                                                                                               

He was getting back where he had come from without the 

bandy leg.     

(THE END)    
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               (Profile / Sachiko Tamaki)
    

       

     May 1975 - Born in Japan. 

September 2011- Stay in Canterbury, Kent, England.

September 2012 - Stay in Ramsgate, Kent, England. 

February 2013 - March: During the online course for             

the short stories, the first drafts of ‘Heaven’s Breath’ and 

‘Riddle of the Lake’ completed. 

November 2013: After the first draft of ‘Daisy’ the 

research for ‘Canopy Of Azure’ began, the idea of story 

gradually formed. 

 ‘Academic Essays’/Sachiko Tamaki published online.  

December 2013 - Stay in Bedfordshire, England. 

 The research for ‘!?’ began, the idea of story gradually formed. 
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February 2014 - Travel to Switzerland, stay in Geneva and Zürich,

visit Jona.

 ‘The Short Stories (1st Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published  

online. 

May 2014 - Travel to USA, stay in Washington D.C and Maryland.

 The reference & material note, the production note for 

‘Canopy Of Azure’ completed.  

     July 2014 - Stay in San Jose, California, USA. 

      The plot outline for ‘Canopy Of Azure’ completed, the first draft 

     began.  

      Stay for one week in San Francisco, California.  

     August 2014 - Travel to Argentina, stay in Buenos Aires.

      The reference & bibliography note for ‘!?’ completed.  

September 2014: ‘Canopy Of Azure (1st Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki

published online.   

October 2014: The production & material note for ‘!?’ completed.

     November 2014: The plot outline for ‘!?’ completed. 

 The research for ‘The Short Stories 2’ began. 
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November 2014 - Travel to USA, stay in Los Angeles, California. 

December 2014: The first draft of ‘!?’ completed. 

 ‘!? (1st Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published online. 

January 2015 - Travel to Texas, stay in Huston, USA.   

February 2015 - Travel to Switzerland, stay in Zürich.  

March 2015: The production & material note, the bibliography,   

the plot outline for ‘The Short Stories 2’ completed. 

April 2015: The first draft of ‘The Short Stories 2’ completed. 

 ‘The Short Stories 2 (1st Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published 

online.  

  The research for ‘Precipice’ began, the idea of story gradually   

formed.

May 2015 - Travel to USA, stay in Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA, 

visit Los Alamos. 

 

June 2015 - After staying for a few days in Los Angeles, 

California, temporal return to Japan. 
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August 2015 - Travel to Serbia, stay in Belgrade. 

September 2015 - Travel to Russia, stay in Moscow. 

 

September 2015 - Travel to USA, stay in Bridgeport, West Virginia.  

 The production & material note for ‘Precipice’ completed in 

October, the plot outline for ‘Precipice’ began.      

November 2015 - Stay in New York City, New York, USA.

 The second research for ‘Precipice’ began.    

November 2015 - Stay in Los Angeles, California.  

 The idea of ‘Citadel’ gradually formed during the flight to 

Los Angeles while travel to Romania was planed, the basic 

research for ‘Citadel’ began. 

 

December 2015: The plot outline for ‘Precipice’ completed. 

December 2015 - Travel to Germany, stay in Frankfurt. 

 The first draft of ‘Precipice (II,III)’ began.    

January 2016: The first draft of ‘Precipice (II,III)’ completed. 

 The completion for ‘Precipice (II,III)’ began. 
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January 2016 - Stay in München, Germany.

  The main research for ‘Citadel’ began. 

February 2016 - Travel to Austria, stay in Vienna. 

  The completion for ‘Precipice (II,III)’ finished.

March 2016 - Travel to Romania, stay in Bucharest, visit 

Snagovului. 

  The first draft of ‘Precipice (I)’ began. 

  The first draft and the completion for ‘Precipice (I)’ finished.

 ‘Precipice’ processed for publishing. 

April 2016 - Stay in Alba lulia, Romania, visit Sighişoara. 

 ‘Precipice (1st Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published online. 

April 2016 - Stay in Braşov, Romania, visit Bran. 

  The production note for ‘Citadel’ began.  

April 2016 - Travel to USA, stay in Compton, California. 

May 2016 - Temporal return to Japan. 

July 2016 - Travel to Russia, stay in St. Petersburg. 
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August 2016 - Travel to France, stay in Paris. 

August 2016 - Travel to Hungary, stay in Budapest, visit Eger,

Margaret Island, Miskolk, Ràckeve, Visegrád.  

October 2016 - Travel to Romania, stay in Sibiu, visit Făgăraș,

Hunedoara, Sibot. 

November 2016 - Stay in Braşov, Romania, visit Arges, 

Miercurea Ciuc, Râșnov, Târgoviște.  

January 2017 - Travel to Turkey, stay in Istanbul. 

February 2017 - Travel to USA, stay in Sandston,Virginia. 

 The production note for ‘Citadel’ completed.

 The second research for ‘Citadel’ and the plot outline for 

‘Citadel’ began. 

 The first draft of plot outline for ‘Citadel’ completed in April.  

April 2017 - Travel to Germany, stay in Nuremberg.  

 The second draft of plot outline for ‘Citadel’ began. 

May 2017 - Stay in Berlin, Germany.   

 The second draft of plot outline for ‘Citadel’ completed in June. 
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July 2017 - Travel to Croatia, stay in Zagreb, visit Split, 

Dubrovnik.

 The first draft of ‘Citadel’ began. 

September 2017 - Travel to Ecuador, stay in Quito. 

November 2017 - Travel to USA, stay in Jackson, Mississippi. 

January 2018 - Stay in Chicago, Illinois, USA. 

February 2018 - Travel to Portugal, stay in Lisbon. 

February 2018 - Temporal return to Japan. 

March 2018 - Travel to Spain, stay in Madrid. 

March 2018 - Travel to Portugal, stay in Sintra and Lisbon. 

April 2018 - Travel to Romania, stay in Bucharest, visit

Târgoviște.   

May 2018 - Travel to Chile, stay in Santiago. 

July 2018 - Travel to Columbia, stay in Bogotá. 
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September 2018 - Travel to USA, stay in Lexington and 

Georgetown, Kentucky. 

November 2018 - Stay in Atlanta, Georgia, USA. 

November 2018 - Travel to Italy, stay in Rome, visit Lazzo, Vatican

City. 

December 2018 - Stay in Pompeii, Italy, visit Ercolano, Naples,

Torre de Greco. 

January 2019 - Travel to Germany, stay in München, 

Babenhausen and Berlin. 

January 2019 - Travel to Moldova, stay in Chişinău, visit Soroca. 

March 2019 - Travel to Serbia, stay in Belgrade.   

May 2019 - Travel to Panama, stay in Panama City. 

 The first draft of ‘Citadel’ completed on 1st June, the completion 

for ‘Citadel’ began. 

July 2019 - Travel to USA, stay in Birmingham, Alabama. 
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August 2019 - Travel to Italy, stay in Venice and Florence. 

September 2019 - Travel to Romania, stay in Iaşi, visit Suceava, 

Putna.

  ‘Citadel’/Sachiko Tamaki published on 24th October in Iaşi. 

  ‘The Short Stories (2nd Edition)’ began for new publishing. 

November 2019 - Travel to Bosnia and Herzegovina, stay in 

Sarajevo. 

 ‘The Short Stories (2nd Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published on 

1st December in Sarajevo.

 ‘Canopy Of Azure (2nd Edition)’ began for new publishing. 

January 2020 - Travel to Bulgaria, stay in Sofia, visit Rila, 

Veliko Tarnovo.  

 ‘Canopy Of Azure (2nd Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published on 1st 

February in Sofia. 

 ‘!? (2nd Edition)’ began for new publishing. 

March 2020 - Travel to Poland, stay in Warsaw, visit Kraków,

Brzezinka, Oświęcim. 

 ‘!? (2nd Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published on 30th March in 

Warsaw. 

 ‘The Short Stories 2 (2nd Edition)’ began for new publishing.
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  ‘The Short Stories 2 (2nd Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published on

1st May in Warsaw. 

  ‘Precipice (2nd Edition)’ began for new publishing. 

  ‘Precipice (2nd Edition)’/Sachiko Tamaki published on 20th 

August in Warsaw. 
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